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INTRODUCTION
Recent educational research (e.g. Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Shute, 2008; Naylor et al.,
2014) has shown that feedback is one of the most powerful influences on learning
and achievement. Effective feedback is an integral part of assessment, helps students
identify what they are doing well and provides them with insights into how to
improve in areas where they are in need of development. When delivered in an
encouraging and timely manner, it can motivate students to succeed and engage with
the topic content (Naylor et al., 2014).
My own positive and negative experiences with feedback during my undergraduate
and postgraduate studies in education are the primary motivation for this inquiry.
Despite what we were taught about the importance of feedback as budding
educators, the feedback I received from a prominent professor on the conclusion of
my undergraduate studies for work that took a whole year to complete was merely
‘well done’. I was gravely disappointed. The professor awarded me 98% for my work
but could not answer my question as to what I did well and what I could improve.
On many other occasions, I recall feelings of delight and gratitude to teachers that
took the time to provide me with effective feedback – it helped prepare me for future
assessment tasks by offering suggestions for improvement; it was explicit, detailed
and constructive, treating my learning as a developmental continuum rather than
solely pinpointing deficit issues, or giving me a token pat on the back. It justified the
mark I received in assessment tasks and was hugely empowering and motivating; it
made me want to better myself.
These experiences have helped me understand the importance of feedback and the
impacts it can have on learners. Furthermore, I have identified assessment as a
weakness prior to my employment as a teacher; I was not in a position to make
sustained records of student progress and hence evaluate the more long-term effects
that providing effective feedback would have on students. To this end, I made a
promise to myself that I would take the time to give my students the feedback they
deserve and need in order to grow and reach their potential. This inquiry outlines
and evaluates my intentions and efforts in providing my students with effective and
valuable feedback alongside evidence that addresses the VIT Proficient Teacher
Standards.
References:
Hattie, J. Timperley, H. (2007). The power of feedback. Review of Educational Research, Vol. 77,
Issue 1, pp. 81-112.
Naylor, R. Baik, C. Asmar, C. and Watty, K (2014). Good feedback practices: Prompts and
guidelines for reviewing and enhancing feedback for students, The University of Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia.
Shute, V. J. (2008). Focus on formative feedback. Review of Educational Research, Vol. 78, Issue 1,
pp. 153-189.
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CHAPTER 1 – ESTABLISHING CONTENT & CONTEXT FOR STUDENT
LEARNING
1A: THE LEARNERS
Princes Hill Secondary College is a city fringe non-selective co-educational public
school with approximately 900 enrolments that encompass all socioeconomic
backgrounds across Years 7-12. I teach five Junior Science classes across Years 7 and
8. The Year 8 class I selected for my inquiry has 25 students of varied learning
abilities, including a student on the Autism Spectrum with an IEP and behavioral
plan, an ESL student, several students with health issues, learning difficulties and
low cognitive abilities, with mental health and wellbeing concerns, including one
student on Individual Safety Plan, as well as several students with discipline,
behavioural and attendance issues. At the same time, there are a number of high
achieving students in this class who have consistently achieved outstanding learning
outcomes. I have chosen this particular class for my inquiry due to the pedagogical
challenges that present themselves when one is faced with such a diversity of issues
in a single classroom.

1B: LEARNING CONTEXT
Range of learning levels
In addition to the spread of learning abilities and other factors described above,
within this class, there are students with varied interests in science. I found this out
during my initial ‘getting to know you’ pre-testing activity at the beginning of the
school year (see Appendix 5.5). At the end of Term 1, there were 9 students
performing within 80%+ range, 5 students within 70%+ range, 6 students within
60%+ range, 3 students within 50%+ range and one student below 50%. All students
have since seen a significant improvement in their academic achievements (see
Appendix 5.1 and 5.2).

Factors affecting learning
There are a mix of learning styles, personalities and ever-changing peer relationships
within this class; these together make for challenging classroom dynamics. There are
3 science classes per week, each takes place in a different room (see Appendix 3.1 –
seating plan); this makes it difficult to retain consistency in classroom routines e.g.
seating arrangement, group work, or classroom management. I find it particularly
difficult to work and manage students in the textiles room that comprises large
square collaborative tables but is not suitable for lab work; I try to use it to explicitly
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teach theory which can be challenging in this set up because students are facing in
different directions. Furthermore, all the classes are scheduled in the afternoon when
students are more likely to be distracted and lacking focus. For this reason, this
inquiry focuses on the progress of the class as a whole, rather that on a select few
individuals.

1C: CONTENT FOR THE PROGRAM OF LEARNING
The content for the Year 8 Science Curriculum is directed by the Victorian
Curriculum and Assessment Authority and provides students with opportunities to
develop an understanding of important scientific concepts and processes, the
practices used to develop scientific knowledge, the contribution of science to our
culture and society, and its application to our everyday lives. I strive to address and
include all aspects of the curriculum requirements. Alongside the scientific content
students develop general skills and capabilities that are transferable across all
learning areas. I do my best to incorporate ICT, research skills, literacy and numeracy
skills, ethical and cultural capabilities, personal and interpersonal skills, critical
thinking and creativity, to mention a few. Where applicable, I endeavour to include a
variety of alternative perspectives i.e. Indigenous and other cultural perspectives.
There are no students who identify as Aboriginal or of Torres Strait Islander origin in
the class used in this inquiry.
In order to successfully implement the curriculum and to provide all students with
up to date information about what they are learning, I have utilised an online
learning platform to develop a Wiki page (accessible to all students) that includes
detailed descriptions on the topic content, tasks and activities, resources (including
extensions) and/or any assessment requirements related to the VELS Scope and
Sequence.
The wiki page serves as a portal for all things science; it has proved useful in
communicating with my students not only about the learning content (in weekly
blocks), but also with regard to expectations and tasks that need to be completed. It
also serves as a classroom collaboration tool and a database for any students that
may be absent for any period of time so that they can keep on top of their studies.
The wiki has been a brilliant feedback tool; it has enabled me to keep the curriculum
visible and detailed, and it makes it clear how the curriculum remains current and
differentiated (see Appendix 4.1 and 4.2 for annotated program of learning as it
appears on the class Wiki, and Appendix 3.2 – Wiki main page).
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1D: PRIOR LEARNING OF STUDENTS BASED ON EVIDENCE
Upon my arrival, mid term 1, I felt it was important to evaluate students’ general
scientific understanding and establish their current attitudes towards science. I asked
my students to complete a comprehensive questionnaire and assessed the
sophistication of their answers and efforts in writing responses. This provided me
with valuable feedback about their individual interests, motivation and attitudes,
literacy skills, scientific content knowledge, critical thinking skills, creativity and
imagination. I found it to be a fantastic starting point, which allowed me to get to
know my students on various levels and identified their initial strengths and
weaknesses (see Appendix 5.5). At the beginning of each unit I conduct activities,
questions, or set students knowledge preview exercises to evaluate and establish
their readiness to learn (see Appendix 5.6 for an example of pretesting activity ‘A.B.
Substances’).

1E: LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE PROGRAM OF LEARNING
As I have described earlier, the focus of this inquiry is the progress of one class
throughout the school year and the effects in the area of assessment and related
feedback that I strive to provide for all students. The learning outcomes depend on
the content of learning that follows the Year 8 Pearson Science Book; they depend on
the topic of inquiry, build on prior learning and accommodate for a range of learning
abilities. The curriculum content along with the learning outcomes is outlined on the
classroom Wiki and contains suggestions for modified work and extension/advanced
activities to be challenging yet achievable for all students.
In order to monitor the achievement of learning outcomes, I have taken particular
interest in continuous and varied assessment of student learning, ranging from topic
tests, common assessment tasks, to assessment of practical work, individual and
group activities, in class and homework completion, and other assessment tasks
ranging in size and importance (see Appendix 5.1 - 5.13 for examples of student
assessment). I have been meticulous with regard to recording student progress to be
able to better cater to their individual needs, providing them with individualised
feedback whenever possible as well as report on their learning to colleagues and
parents (see Appendix 6.5 for example of progress summary presented at parent
teacher interviews).

Assessment
To address specific learning outcomes for the unit Substances I have developed a
range of activities and assessment tasks, including the common assessment task ‘My
Element Rules’ that I shared amongst my year level colleagues. I devised a project
brief and assessment rubric for this task (see Appendix 5.11 and 5.12) that would
6

allow me to provide all students with detailed individualised feedback. In order to
enhance the feedback students would receive for this tasks and promote growth, I
facilitated peer feedback evaluation activities (see Appendix 5.13). I felt these would
serve well to reinforce the positives and negatives of the work students have put into
their project, would give them an opportunity to develop their own observation
skills, skills related to being the ‘giver’ of constructive feedback and subsequently
reflecting on your own work. As a follow up, I facilitated a feedback session where
students were asked to reflect on their work by evaluating the feedback they received
from me and their peers. Students were asked to fill out a survey that provided me
with valuable feedback on how they feel about their learning and on the effectiveness
of my teaching so that I can further develop my practice and see what improvements
can be made in catering to different abilities and engaging a diversity of learners.
Furthermore, I asked students to write a critical reflection on their work and set three
goals for the next term (see Appendix 6.4).

Example of specific learning outcomes: Unit – Substances
Existing knowledge preview:
• Understand the classification of matter based on their chemical and physical
properties
Scientific content:
• Understand and explain the differences between atoms elements compounds
and mixtures, describe examples of each, model the arrangement of particles
• Locate elements on the periodic table, understand the organisation of the
periodic table and the basic properties of metals and non-metals
• Contrast pure substances and mixtures and identify examples of each
• Explain why elements can be represented by chemical formulas and mixtures
can not
Science as a human endeavour:
• Investigate an element of choice and present your research to a wider audience
via an engaging PowerPoint presentation
• Understand the many faces of carbon and their implications on wider society
Science inquiry skills:
• Conduct relevant practical investigations and experiments
General skills and capabilities:
• Understand the importance of feedback and reflection – peer evaluation, selfevaluation, reflection and goals setting; being able to deliver successful oral
presentations, conduct research on a specific aspect of a topic, and report on
findings in an a designated format.
See Appendix 4.2 for unit outline and examples of activities (including extensions
and modifications) that address learning outcomes.
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See Appendix 5.6 - 5.13 for examples of activities and assessment tasks, including
practical work, revision activities, major project brief and marking rubric, peer
assessment tasks, topic test and survey and reflection activity.
Developing students beyond the learning outcomes
In order to progress advanced students I regularly take time to chat with them
personally after class or during lunch to give them additional feedback, answer their
questions, discuss more complex ideas and suggest ways to improve. I offer students
the option of emailing me their assignments before due date and provide them with
feedback and suggestions on how to explain, elaborate and extend their thinking (see
Appendix 2.3 – email example). At times, I strategically group advanced students
together in order to get them to engage in advanced thinking and discussions on the
topic, other times I may ask advanced students to be the teacher in a peer support
group scenario and get them to explain scientific concepts to students who need
additional help. I offer advanced activities for students who finish early e.g. I have
brought my microscope camera to school for advanced students to take photos of
cells. I post additional resources on the wiki curriculum outline with suggestions for
students seeking extensions (see Appendix 4.1 and 4.2).

Supporting students to meet the learning outcomes
In order to support students who need additional help, I offer catch up and revision
sessions over lunch. I have made sure I reiterate to both students and parent that I
am approachable and if students need help they can feel free to ask. Working with
more able students in mixed ability groups provides all students the level of
challenge they need. I employ strategies to manage behavioural issues prior to
learning as well as during so that effective leaning can take place e.g. clarity of design
and expectations of each lesson, reseating, movement, changes in grouping. I offer
students experiencing frustrations or mental health issues (i.e. Autistic student,
student on IPE) the option of sitting out to calm down and rejoining the class in
specific time. I modify tests and tasks for students (e.g. with learning difficulties or
anxiety) to prevent them from being overwhelmed and to make the work more
manageable. I offer students negotiable options for submission of work e.g.
negotiated topic, reduced format for struggling students, students with anxiety who
don't feel comfortable standing up in front of the whole class can present to me
personally in the library over lunch. I try to support students with encouraging
feedback and positive comments on their work.
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CHAPTER 2 – QUESTION FOR INQUIRY & PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

2A: QUESTION FOR INQUIRY
How can I best use feedback to enhance student learning?
Feedback differentiation is important in order to cater to the diversity of student
abilities in the same classroom; it ensures that all students feel important and valued;
it caters to different levels of mastery and allows me to guide my students’ future
thinking. As I described in the introduction of this document, my inquiry question
relates to improved learning of all my students. My primary focus during this
investigation was on the different ways I can deliver personalised and individualised
feedback, how I can seek to receive feedback about my students’ and my own work,
what has been working well so far, what and how could be improved or changed,
and how have my actions and efforts impacted the learning outcomes for my
students.

2B: PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Observing the practice of others
2 x Professional Conversation
Notes on professional learning

•
•
•

OBSERVING THE PRACTICE OF OTHERS
Focus of observations: Feedback
Date: 11th October 2017
Teachers involved: SH and SB
What was observed?
The focus of my observation is on effective feedback. I observed an experienced
colleague during a Year 9 Science class. The lesson begun with a PPT slide,
continuing from last lesson. I wonder if it would have been useful to begin with a
round of questioning to revise previous content/vocabulary and give both the
students and the teacher some feedback about where they are at with their
knowledge and understanding. S then alternated showing key vocabulary words
with explanations on a PPT slide, coupled and supported by a short video that
would provide an example of the concept being explained. Students are writing
notes from the slides. S stops and waits for all students to write information down.
This takes quite a while, I wonder if it would have been useful to give students a
specific time e.g. 30 seconds to write information down, so that the class could
quickly move on.
S explains the ‘predator’ concept again after the video finishes. I wonder if it would
have been more productive to ask students open-ended questions about the
9

concept to check for understanding, to investigate what they have learned and
identify any misconceptions.
Intermittently, S offers students opportunities to ask questions and in turn
provides them with answers. I wonder if asking another student if they have an
answer for this question would enable more productive classroom participation
and a discussion amongst students.
The lesson ends with students being given a list of words they need to define
without looking at their notes. This activity provides students with feedback about
their existing knowledge. I wonder walking around the classroom, giving students
feedback on what they are writing, and discussing the concepts with individuals
and small groups would allow for a more productive facilitation of this task.
What did you learn?
This was a very teacher centered theory-focused lesson and there was not very
much student directed feedback, nor feedback to let the teacher know the level of
student understanding. I wonder if it would have been more engaging for the
students if the lesson was more student-centered and they could for example read
something, discuss it with a partner, and then review the content during a
classroom discussion. I understand that not all lessons are tailored to maximising
effective feedback, however, I think that employing simple teaching strategies that
focus more on student centered-activities (even during the delivery of theory) e.g.
turn and talk with a partner, Google something on the internet, discuss or research
a concept with a small group and then present it to the class, could prove more
beneficial and could break up the teacher-centered delivery of theoretical
information.
How does this help you address your question of inquiry?
My inquiry question has focused on investigating effective ways of providing
feedback to improve student learning. My observations make me wonder and
evaluate how I could utilise effective feedback in a theory-based lesson. I believe
that feedback should and can be easily incorporated into all lessons, regardless of
content. The easiest way to do this is through formative assessment such as
effective questioning, or short student-centered activities that take the focus away
from the teacher and place the learning in the hands of the student.
TALKING TO COLLEAGUES
Professional conversation 1
Date: 5th September 2017
Teachers involved: SH and SS
What was discussed?
I spoke to S (English-Humanities teacher who teaches the observed class 9 periods
per week) about the behaviour of L (on the Autism spectrum), and some strategies
that can be employed to keep L engaged and on task.
What did you learn?
S spoke to me at length about the classroom dynamics, behavioural issues
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involving L and his specific learning difficulties. I learned some useful ways to
manage L’s behaviour i.e. break down the task into smaller components, provide
immediate feedback, ignore negative behaviour and praise positive behaviour as
soon as it happens (catch him being good), allow him some time out if he gets
flustered.
How does this help you address your question of inquiry?
This conversation allowed me to understand the power of immediate feedback and
that through positive praise I can tackle L’s academic and behavioural issues.
Showing interest when he is working well reinforces his positive behaviours, and
giving him a specific short task to complete (e.g. I need to write down 3 dot points
about this topic) can have positive effect on his engagement in learning and
completion of work.
Professional conversation 2
Date: 25th August 2017
Teachers involved: SH and TP
What was discussed?
T and I spoke about classroom management strategies and how to best facilitate
immediate feedback during practical experiment work
What did you learn?
I spoke to T at length after he observed one of my classes; he highlighted to me the
importance of being consistent with reinforcing behavioural routines and general
behaviour reminders, and immediately follow up with resulting consequences.
This relates to simple activities such as questioning time, I need to make sure I
don't allow students to yell out answers even if that means I have to wait for
everyone to be quiet and consequently loose valuable teaching time. We further
spoke about the way I moved around the class during practical work, talked with
individual groups, asked and answered questions and gave students feedback on
their work. In general T emphasised my efficient and timely feedback, however
thought that I need to be more vigilant in keeping an eye on all students at the
same time and making sure I don't get bogged down with attention to just the
group I’m currently talking to, consequently loosing a broader perspective on what
is happening in the entire learning space.
How does this help you address your question of inquiry?
This conversation highlights the value of feedback from colleagues and how we
don't often see what is wrong with our practice. In order to improve, even
experienced teachers should be observed and their practice critiqued so that we
can reflect on what works and what does not in order to facilitate effective changes.
It also gave me some valuable practical ideas to try. Be consistent in enforcing
behavioural expectations; wait until everyone is quiet; circulate the class along the
periphery whilst taking to individual groups, at the same time keeping an eye on
all the students; focus more on giving short sharp instant positive feedback e.g. C
that is great, you have 2 dot points already, way to go!
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
ACMI Conversations – Art, Science
and Tech in VR

October 2017
Seminar 2hrs

What are the possibilities when art,
science and technology intersect?
Program VIT Standards Covered
2. Know the content and how to teach it
•
•

•
•
•

2.1 Content and teaching strategies
of the teaching area
2.6 Information and
Communication Technology (ICT)

6. Engage in professional learning
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice

Experiencing VR
Merging of art, science and technology
Panel of professionals in the field
discuss the ways in which VR can be
utilised for a variety of purposes –
education, as alternative medium for
telling stories, as a therapeutic
medium in the field of medicine, or as
an immersive experience that opens
portals to worlds we could never
physically inhabit

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
7.4 Engage with professional
teaching networks and broader
communities
Mental Health First Aid Australia

23rd August, 2017

Youth Mental health First Aid

PD 15hrs

•

Program VIT Standards Covered

•

1. Know students and how they learn

•

•

•

1.1 Physical, social and intellectual
development and characteristics of
students
1.6 Strategies to support full
participation of students with a
disability

4. Create and maintain supportive and
safe learning environments
•
•

•

•

•

Understanding mental health
problems in Australia Youth
Understanding adolescent
development
Understanding depression, anxiety,
eating disorders, psychosis, substance
use
Providing first aid for developing
mental health problems in young
people
Attending to and managing crisis
situations

4.3 Manage challenging behaviour
4.4 Maintain student safety
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6. Engage in professional learning
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
•

•

7.2 Comply with legislative,
administrative and organisational
requirements
7.3 Engage with parents/carers

Inner City Edge Network PD Day

18th August, 2017

Science and Technology

PD 6hrs

VIT Standards Covered

•

2. Know the content and how to teach it

•

•
•

2.1 Content and teaching strategies
of the teaching area
2.6 Information and
communication technology

3. Plan for and implement effective
teaching and learning
•
•

3.3 Use teaching Strategies
3.4 Select and use resources

•
•
•
•
•

Keynote speaker Erica McWilliam – on
importance of STEM and creativity
Facilitating a discussion about
teaching and learning
Developing critical and creative
thinking skills
Developing practical tasks in science
Implementing science inquiry skills
Understanding the new study design –
Biology
Collaborative discussions and sharing
resources

6. Engage in professional learning
•
•
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice
6.3 Engage with colleagues and
improve practice
6.4 Apply professional learning and
improve student learning

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
•

7.4 Engage with professional
teaching networks and broader
communities
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2017 Science Festival Keynote Event–
The University of Melbourne

July 2017
Public lecture 1.5hrs

Feed the World
Program VIT Standards Covered

The anthropogenic: how humans are
changing the geological behaviour of
Earth
An expert panel of scientists discuss
how we might feed the world now and
into the future, and answer questions
about the future of agriculture, food
distribution, nutrition and
consumption

•

2. Know the content and how to teach it
•

2.1 Content and teaching strategies
of the teaching area

•

6. Engage in professional learning
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
7.4 Engage with professional
teaching networks and broader
communities
The Royal Society of Victoria
•

Engaging Young Audiences with
Science
VIT Standards Covered
2. Know the content and how to teach it
•

2.1 Content and teaching strategies
of the teaching area

6. Engage in professional learning
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice

25th May 2017
Public seminar 1hr

•
•
•
•
•

•

Speaker – Rose Hiscock
Understanding the requirements of
the future workforce
Inspiring young adults to pursue a
pathway in STEM
Merging art and science
Curating exhibitions for the next
generation of scientists and cultural
audiences
Science Gallery Melbourne

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
•

7.4 Engage with professional
teaching networks and broader
communities
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University of Melbourne – Faculty of
Science

15th March 2017
Public seminar 1hr

Lessons from Australia’s Animals
VIT Standards Covered

•

2. Know the content and how to teach it

•

2.1 Content and teaching strategies
of the teaching area

•

•

6. Engage in professional learning
•

6.2 Engage in professional learning
and improve practice

•
•

Public event to celebrate the lessons
we can learn from Australian animals
Bacteria from local flies limit
mosquito disease transmission
Unexpected insights from
unassuming lizards
Invisible threats to our native fauna
How to stop a billion invading toads

7. Engage professionally with colleagues,
parents/carers and the community
7.4 Engage with professional
teaching networks and broader
communities
ANZUK the Education Agency
•

Understanding, practicing and
promoting positive behaviour

16th February, 2017
PD 2hrs

VIT Standards Covered

•

1. Know students and how they learn

•

•

•
•

•

1.1 Physical, social and intellectual
development and characteristics of
students
1.2 Understand how students learn
1.5 Differentiate teaching to meet
the specific learning needs of
students across the full range of
abilities
1.6 Strategies to support full
participation of students with a
disability

•
•
•
•
•

Understanding challenging
behaviour
Relationship between behaviour
and learning
Common functions of behaviour
Functional behaviour assessment
Reactive vs. proactive practice
Behavioural signs
Classroom management – creating a
positive learning environment

3. Plan for and implement effective
teaching and learning
•

3.5 Use effective classroom
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communication
4. Create and maintain supportive and
safe learning environments
•
•
•

4.1 Support student participation
4.3 Manage challenging behaviour
4.4 Maintain student safety
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CHAPTER 3 – APPLYING KNOWLEDGE TO PRACTICE

3A: THE ACTION PLAN AND IMPLEMENTATION
How can I best use feedback to enhance student learning?
In order to improve student learning the following areas will be addressed with particular
focus on all facets of assessment and feedback, reflective learning and teaching:
Key point to address:
Relationships
Focus on cultivating positive
relationships will help me ensure
feedback will be well received,
considered and applied

Actions arising:
• Cultivate inclusive empowering
respectful relationships
• Cultivate positive: teacher student
relationships, parent teacher
relationships, relationships with
colleagues
• Give calm, compassionate but firm
responses
• Seek to understand
• Observe and consider peer
relationships and dynamics in the
classroom

Evidence of action taken:
• Appendix 1.1 – Written feedback received from student
• VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.2, 3.4

Communication (verbal and non
verbal)
Effective communication will help
me ensure feedback will be specific,
consistent, relevant and appropriate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exercise active reciprocal listening
Use open questioning
Use positive, non threatening, relaxed
tone of voice and body language
Give clear, concise, brief directions, get
directions repeated back to me
Engage in eye contact
Use appropriate, positive role
modeling
Communicate transitions between
activities
Engage in regular
meetings/communication with
students/colleagues/parents
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Evidence of action taken:
•
Appendix 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 – Email correspondence with students, parents
and colleagues demonstrate effective communication.
•
VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 3.5, 3.6, 4.1, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2, 6.3, 7.1, 7.2

Classroom organisation
Effective classroom organisation will
enable me to focus more on
providing feedback

Maximise structure, routine
Establishing effective classroom
routines will help me ensure
feedback will be actioned timely and
consistently

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Consider seating to maximise
engagement, access and movement
Consider classroom layout
Consider seating plans/changes
Consider and plan transitions
Use effective grouping
Make curriculum content visible (wiki)
Outline learning intentions
Clearly explain and revisit safe and
settled practices in the classroom/lab
Consider time spend on tasks/activities
vs. time spend listening to
theory/content/instructions
Set parameters/expectations for group
and individual activities prior to
completion

Evidence of action taken:
• Appendix 3.1 – Seating plan based on my knowledge of students and
classroom dynamics demonstrates my ability to plan ahead to establish
consistent routines.
• Appendix 3.2 – Wiki main page communication with my students
demonstrates organisation of my classroom remotely with the use of digital
technologies (wiki).
• Evidenced during mentor/peer observations (by TP and LS)
• VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 2.2, 2.6, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7, 4.2, 4.5, 5.2

Rules and expectations
Setting rules and expectations will
help me provide goals-referenced
feedback

•
•
•
•

Set realistic and achievable goals
Clearly state, teach and practice rules
and behavioural expectations
Embed behavioural expectations in
activities and routines
Consistency, constantly refer back to
rules and expectations

Evidence of action taken:
•
Evidenced during mentor/peer observations (by TP and LS)
•
VIT STANDARDS: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.2
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•
Interventions
Utilising intervention strategies will
help me in providing appropriate
feedback related to behavioural
issues

•
•
•
•
•

Use redirection techniques – if not on
task, give clear, concise, shot, sharp,
explicit instructions, give the student
something to do
Offer time out
Be consistent, follow through with
repercussions
Target behaviour, not the student
Highlight learner strengths not
weakness
Be fair and constructive

Evidence of action taken:
•
Evidenced during mentor/peer observations (by TP and LS)
•
VIT STANDARDS: 1.6, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.2

Student academic engagement
Focus on students academic
engagement will enable me to
structure positive and meaningful
learning experiences

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Develop, plan and deliver an
interesting and engaging curriculum
Provide opportunities for growth,
modify/extend content as necessary
Offer choices (empowering), include
alternative perspectives e.g.
Indigenous
Incorporate student interests
Scaffold tasks and activities
Address different learning styles
Make learning visible (wiki)

Evidence of action taken:
• Appendix 4.1 – Curriculum content – Substances unit outline
• Appendix 4.2 – Curriculum content – Cells unit outline
• VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.5
Assessment

•

Relevant assessment will help me
keep track of student learning and
progress, and help students
understand where their learning is
at and what needs to be improved,
providing me with important
feedback on my own practice

•
•
•
•

Set specific learning intentions and
success criteria for tasks and activities
Structure relevant assessment tasks,
rubrics, checklists and criteria
Structure topic revision questions
Develop administer and assess
standardised tests/tasks
Utilise a range of assessment strategies
– summative and formative
(observations, conversations,
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•
•
•

diagnostic tasks)
Follow up on assessment feedback
Keep detailed records of student
progress
Keep grades current on Compass

Evidence of action taken:
• Appendix 5.1 – Assessment – Record Keeping – Quantitative
• Appendix 5.2 – Assessment – Record Keeping – Qualitative
• Appendix 5.3 – Assessment – Major Project Feedback
• Appendix 5.4 – Assessment – Major Project Whole Class Feedback
• Appendix 5.5 – Assessment – Diagnostic Pre-assessment
• Appendix 5.6 – Assessment – Formative – Knowledge Preview
• Appendix 5.7 – Assessment – Formative – Investigating Compounds,
Elements and Mixtures
• Appendix 5.8 – Assessment – Practical Work
• Appendix 5.9 – Assessment – Revision Homework
• Appendix 5.10 – Assessment – Summative – Substances Topic Test
• Appendix 5.11 – Assessment – Major Project Brief – My Element Rules
• Appendix 5.12 – Assessment – Major Project Marking Rubric – My Element
Rules
• Appendix 5.13 – Assessment – Peer Assessment Task
• VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, 5.1,
5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5

Feedback
Utilising and seeking various forms
of (effective) feedback will help me
reflect on my practice and allow my
learners to understand where their
learning is at, what could be done
differently and how to improve

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Timely and ongoing
Give praise (catch them being good)
Give feedback early and often,
highlight positives, be objective
Verbal and non verbal feedback
Motivate individuals as well as groups,
peer feedback
Provide personalised feedback
Provide feedback on student
achievement/progress to parents and
colleagues
Seek feedback from students
Seek feedback on teaching practice
from colleagues
Set times for providing (additional)
feedback
Use levels of feedback to differentiate
for students
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•

•

Allow students to reflect on their
achievements and identify areas for
improvement
Set goals, individual and collaborative
– refer to goals

Evidence of action taken:
• Appendix 6.1 – Feedback – Example and Checklist – Cell Project
• Appendix 6.2 – Feedback – Preliminary Personalised Feedback – Cell Project
• Appendix 6.3 – Feedback – Topic Revision – Substances
• Appendix 6.4 – Feedback – Student Survey and Self Reflection on Major
Project
• Appendix 6.5 – Feedback – Feedback on Student Progress to Parents
• VIT STANDARDS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6,
3.7, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 7.3
Professional reflexivity

•

Reflecting on my own teaching will
help me identify what works well
and what needs to be changed

•
•
•
•
•

Seek professional/peer mentoring,
feedback
Collaborate
Reflect – think about my own practice
Identify changes to be made and apply
these in my practice
Engage in professional development
Collaborative, evidence-based practice

Evidence of action taken:
•
Current and ongoing
•
Evidenced during mentor/peer observations (by TP and LS) and through
the completion of this VIT Portfolio
•
VIT STANDARDS: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7.1, 7.2
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4A: PROVIDING FEEDBACK ON THE ACTION PLAN
Mentor Observation 1
Date: 04/09/17

Signature:

Purpose:
The primary focus of this observation was feedback, how to give feedback, and how
to receive and take feedback as a way of looking for understanding, identifying
strengths and weaknesses, reflecting on learning, and devising strategies and actions
to productively move forward.
Summary of discussion and actions arising:
As a warm up students were asked to turn and talk and write down five points about
why feedback is important. These were then shared on the board. My mentor
highlighted that students seemed to have quite good knowledge of the different
forms of feedback and the different ways it can be received. This demonstrates my
ongoing commitment to utilising feedback on regular basis in the classroom;
although this was the first time we explicitly talked about feedback students often
receive verbal and written feedback from me and were previously asked to reflect on
feedback they received in written form and set goals for improvement.
To vary the classroom activities, keeping the students engaged, I proceeded to show
a short five minute video that showed that the ‘receiver’; of feedback is the one in
charge, and the effectiveness of feedback depends on how the receiver chooses to
take and process the given information, deciding what to let in and how it will affect
him/her. My intention for this lesson was for students to understand that reflection
on what people say is an important part of growth and improvement, and in
building resilience; that the way we react or respond to feedback determines the
outcomes.
Following these short activities students were handed out the marks for their
Element Presentation; each students receiving a substantive written feedback from
me as well as three pieces of written feedback from peers.
In this context students were asked to:
1. Fill out a survey
2. Read through the feedback they had received
3. Reflect on the feedback they had received in writing
4. Set three goals (organisational, academic and behavioural) for the next unit of
work
5. Hand back the completed survey and reflection at the end of the class
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My mentor commented that setting goals within the context of feedback, and
reflection on the feedback they had just received, made these goals much more
meaningful than making them up without an immediate context. This demonstrates
my ability to plan learning tasks that make links between the learning that has
already occurred and how that can be utilised to make positive changes for the
future.
My discussion with my mentor further highlighted that my instructions were given
calmly and clearly; activities were varied, students were engaged in the task and
there was clear evidence of learning. I moved around the room checking on students
during the reflection writing, providing them with immediate personalised feedback.
Behavioral issues that arose were addressed timely, simply and effectively, without
causing any disruptions to the lesson progress. This indicates my ability to establish
effective behavioural routines that can be reinforced as necessary.

Mentor Observation 2
Date: 14/09/17

Signature:

Purpose:
The primary focus of this observation was on classroom management and my ability
to deliver a productive lesson in the textiles room that comprises large square tables
with less than optimum seating arrangement – many students are facing with their
backs to the front and need to reposition/twist to look at the screen/whiteboard.
Summary of discussion and actions arising:
Despite taking place in the textiles room this was a practical science class. I need to
plan well ahead when scheduling practical work as only two out of three classes take
place in the science lab, hence there are limitations on what activities can be done in
the textiles room. We are beginning a new unit on Geology and this is the student’s
first lesson. They will be working with ‘Rock Sets’ to put the learning content into
context.
Students were asked to complete the knowledge preview questions in their activity
book as homework. I thought this to be a good way of reigniting existing knowledge
on the topic. I typically have the Wiki main page up on big screen, with a notice to all
students about what should have been completed; today was no exception. Having
tasks outlined on the Wiki allows students to take responsibility for the completion
of work and makes learning visible.
I played a short interactive video about the rock cycle; I had one student control the
interactive activities so that I could move about the room and draw a diagram of
what was shown on the whiteboard to emphasise key points. After the video, I
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questioned students about their understanding of the rock cycle and we collectively
annotated a worksheet (embedding the information from the video) that had the
diagram I drew on the whiteboard. This had all students engaged and reinforced
what we had just learned.
Now that the students have some basic knowledge of the types of rocks and the rock
cycle, the lesson followed with another hands on activity that asked the students to
work in small groups. I facilitated the grouping strategically at the very beginning of
the lesson when I asked them to stand in a long row and chose students based on my
understanding of how and with whom they learn best. The task was designed as an
inquiry game; students had to follow instructions on their worksheet, picking out
rocks, identifying and classifying them, then following the ‘rock cycle’ to become a
different type of rock etc.
My mentor commented that this simple activity really brought the topic to life;
students understood what they had to do and even the often highly disengaged
students were engaged (in and out) in the task. At this point I moved around the
room providing students with feedback, questioning their thinking, and reinforcing
the requirements for the task.
Overall, this was a successful lesson despite the classroom management challenges
that I often face in the textiles room; this activity allowed me to give lots of
personalised feedback during working with small groups. In the future I will be
more mindful to consciously move around the classroom as it worked very well to
support all students and keep them engaged. Using a countdown 3 seconds, 2
seconds … during transitions, and when calling for silence worked well too.

Mentor Observation 3
Date: 18/09/17

Signature:

Purpose:
This observation focused on the techniques I use to present new information and
revise and consolidate existing knowledge.
Summary of discussion and actions arising:
This lesson took place on a very windy day just after lunch; students came in a little
unsettled. One student was particularly disturbed muttering ‘I hate school, I want to
go home’; he immediately opened his laptop to a video game of some sort. I
immediately saw this, walked over and quietly asked him to close it; he did. This
demonstrates my ability to form positive relationships and establish effective
behavioural routines.
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The lesson begun by recapping previous knowledge and explaining what was going
to happen today; I drew the rock cycle diagram on the whiteboard that the students
were already familiar from the previous lesson and through open ended questioning
we revised and annotated the diagram, focusing on igneous rocks that were going to
investigate further during this lesson.
My mentor commented positively on my ability to use a variety of techniques to stop
the lesson as necessary in order to check that students have understood the content
or instructions.
I played a video on igneous rock formation and students were asked to fill out a
related flow chart; I stopped the video at key points to ask questions and allow
students time to write down responses and fill in their chart. Students then used the
‘Rock Sets’ to identify and classify igneous rocks based on their common
characteristics. This hands on activity allowed them to connect theory (video and
flow chart) with practice. I roamed the classroom providing students with feedback
and guiding their learning.
The last 15 minutes of the lesson was used to set up an experiment investigating
formation of crystals in igneous rocks. We collectively formed a hypothesis based on
what we have just learned about igneous rocks and their formation; in which
scenario do we expect crystals to form within igneous rocks, why and why not?
Students worked in groups of four, and followed my verbal instructions. I had an
example of the set up ready to show to make sure students clearly understood what
they had to do. My mentor commented positively on the precision of my timing and
highlighted the amount of work that was completed during this lesson despite the
windy conditions.
As observed in other lessons, my mentor commended my ability to use a variety of
techniques to present information and revise existing knowledge to allow students to
connect with the form that best suits their learning style; this repetition also acts as a
constant reminder of what we have just learned.
I feel that I was well prepared for all aspects of this lesson, used the time efficiently
and effectively both with what needed to be done and with the way I could move
around the room to help and encourage students with their enquiries.
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5A: ASSESSING LEARNING
The format of this inquiry has allowed me to consciously analyse the practices I
apply in and outside of my classrooms, what has worked well, what needs to be
worked on and changed. This inquiry has helped me to get a better prospective on all
aspects of my teaching and my students’ learning, the content, the tasks and
activities that I plan, the way I communicate, give instructions, assess, give feedback,
the achievement of learning outcomes, the way I organise and manage my
classroom, as well as they ways in which engage in personal development and a
collaborative reflective practice.
Overall, there has been a steady and evident increase in student achievement across
the entire classroom. I am most impressed to see that students who had particular
difficulties at the beginning of the year have seen immense jumps in their level of
engagement and understanding. This can be seen in the of examples that
demonstrate the variety of activities, tasks, assessment, feedback, survey and
reflections that I have incorporated into my practice, to allow me to better
understand who my learners are, where they are at, where they need to go, and how
I can best guide them to reach their learning goals.

5B: EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
I strive to offer my students the opportunity to work in a range of ways and explore
a variety of approaches to learning science from practical to theory tasks that
challenge them to work outside their comfort zone. I strive to let them explore the
use of new skills and knowledge in interesting and engaging ways. I found it helpful
to take the time to continually assess these tasks and provide students with
personalised feedback on their learning in order to facilitate and promote growth on
the level of content knowledge as well as on the level of transferable skills and
capabilities.
The range of approaches I employ also means that a range of learning styles and
abilities are accommodated for and the learning is differentiated. I try to ensure that
students could achieve their learning outcomes in ways that best suit their individual
learning needs.
Although my lessons are typically carefully planned, the curriculum is visible and
allows students access to a wide range of resources, my ‘on the spot’ approach is
largely experimental at times. This, however, seems inevitable, as inherently good
teaching (I believe) thrives on continuous experimentation with what works and
what doesn’t. As a scientist at heart, I endeavour to always inquire into and
experiment with the variable dynamics in my classrooms, and test new approaches
to both teaching and learning to maximise not only academic outcomes but also to
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inspire curiosity, wonder and general interest in science.
Answering the question for inquiry:
How can I best use feedback to enhance student learning?
The most important thing that I have learned through this inquiry is that the
feedback I receive through the feedback I give is invaluable and powerful; not only
in driving my students to succeed but also to advance my own content and
pedagogical knowledge, understanding and skills. It has allowed me to get to know
my students and really identify where they are on the learning continuum, to know
how they learn best so that I can employ the best teaching strategies to enhance their
learning and make it meaningful and memorable.
I believe that feedback is a powerful tool for changing the course of our actions and
without reflecting on what we do and how we do it we soon forget the lessons that
present themselves. I wish to continue to use effective feedback in my classroom,
however, I need to think about making changes in how I assess the quantity of
student work, as marking and providing written feedback on every activity is
unsustainable. Nonetheless, my efforts have clearly shown productive outcomes.
In order to optimise the written feedback I provide and receive I have come to a
conclusion that I will mark all student work as a bundle of tasks that should have
been completed during the course of a specific unit. This way I will be not only
assessing the content but also organisational skills and completion of work. I intend
to provide students with a single set of written feedback on their work in addition to
tests and other common assessment tasks. Although there are obvious advantages to
marking student work as it comes in and returning it as soon as possible – I feel this
approach to be more beneficial to sustained motivation to learn and do well, I have
found it to be time consuming and unsustainable in the long run. I feel that adopting
a method encompassing a more balanced combination of written, verbal as well as
peer feedback, that can still remain valuable and be tailored to the different learning
needs of my students, is necessary in order to provide a more sustainable solution to
my assessment practices.
To this end, I intend to continue to work on the verbal feedback I give to students in
the classroom. Some teaching practices I have found useful to help me facilitate this
and need to work on are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Praise, praise, praise – look for small positives, catch them being good
Use more on the spot feedback
Facilitate short feedback/survey session at the completion of each unit
Utilise more peer feedback activities
Facilitate more conscious grouping, allowing highly skilled students to provide
feedback for those needing support (let them be the teacher)
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•
•
•
•
•

Classroom discussion - giving all students the opportunities to answer and
providing short instant feedback and praise on their answers
Classroom participation – being mindful of student abilities and confidence
levels and giving feedback appropriate to their level of achievement
Differentiate feedback for high/low– level students and modify activity design
with the appropriate level thinking skills in mind
Checking for comprehension regularly through open ended questioning
Making clear the purpose of each lesson. For example: writing the learning
intention on the board. This gives student instant feedback on what they are
about to learn
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APPENDIX 1.1 – RELATIONSHIPS – STUDENT FEEDBACK

Cultivating positive and productive relationships: Feedback I received from a student
upon the completion of his major Cell Project. Warmed my heart.
This demonstrates my commitment to cultivating positive and productive relationships
and providing my students with personalised feedback.
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APPENDIX 2.1 – COMMUNICATION – EMAIL COMMUNICAITON WITH STUDENTS

Hi Ari, nice work, yes it will do for the 6 marks.. I can seen you have put effort into writing this. Just proof read (read over it aloud) before
submitting again.
What you need to do is log onto the wiki click onto blog (top left pane), the blog page should open, then in the left hand pane click on cell
project – reflection and paste your reflection into the comments box, a link to this is
here:http://confluence.phsc.vic.edu.au/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=65980600
See you Thursday:)
Sonia
From: Ari PAEVERE <PAE0005@phsc.vic.edu.au>
Date: Tuesday, 30 May 2017 at 4:43 pm
To: Sonia Hankova <hankovas@PrincesHill.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: Cell report reflection.
Hi Sonia.
I've just finished writing my reflection and don't know where to put it on the wiki. It said comments but I couldn't find the comments. What
do I do? Here is my reflection below. Any feedback? Should I change or add anything before uploading it? Will it get me the full six marks?
Thanks, Ari :)
Next time I’m writing a scientific report, I need to make sure that I fully understand what I’m writing about so that when I’m
writing the report, I know exactly what to write. If I know what I’m talking about, it makes it so much easier for people to read it.
But when I was writing my report on cell theory I wasn't’ one hundred percent sure what I was talking about which would have
made it extremely confusing for people to read it. Not knowing what I was saying lead to me copying text from the internet to fill
in spaces in my report. This isn’t acceptable and got me a unsatisfactory mark for my introduction. When replying to the
discussion questions I did not read the questions thoroughly and didn’t understand them before I answered. Next time I need to
make sure that this is not the case and fully understand the question I’m being asked before I go and answer it. If I don’t
understand the question, then I need to go and do some research and teach myself in whatever area it is. Then I can go and
write it down in my own words. When writing a scientific report you need to put effort into every part of it rather than one or two
parts. I only put effort into a little bit of my report and my result showed that. I will learn from this and work harder next time. I
also failed to write a conclusive conclusion. I need to work on this for next time because you don’t want to leave a reader
unsettled after reading your text. A conclusion is where you give your reader a satisfying ending to your report. My ending
wasn’t satisfactory. As bad as my final result was, I have still learned a lot about cells, writing scientific reports and school work
in general. Next time I need put more effort in and that’s what will get me a good mark.

Communication: Email correspondence with a student who received a poor mark for his
Cell Project. Students were given an opportunity to write a reflection on their project on
the wiki to earn extra marks.
This demonstrates my commitment to supporting students with additional needs and my
ability to utilise a range of communication methods.
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APPENDIX 2.2 – COMMUNICATION – EMAIL COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEAGUES

Hi Sonia,
On the whole the classes are doing well, most of the classes I have covered seem pretty on top of their work.
The year 7's have been able to complete their presentations and almost all have done the activity book questions (91-99) and seem to be
rolling along well. The group of boys in 7E are the only ones who are behind on their work, but everyone else is up to date.
The year 8's are in a similar spot, many still need to complete some of the activity book questions (80-85) and a few have said that they
haven't had much time in class to complete the elements project but I find that improbable.
Hope that helps, let me know if there is anything else you need to know,
Hamish
From: Sonia Hankova
Sent: Thursday, 3 August 2017 4:44:30 PM
To: Hamish McCoy
Subject: Sonia's classes
Hi Hamish,

I hope you are well. I just wanted to say thank heaps for all your help with my classes, last week and this, I much appreciate it;
hope it has all gone relatively OK. I really wanted to come to work today to get get things moving but I made the right choice.

I'm wondering if you could please let me know in a few words how it's all going and whether they have been able to get through
the stuff I’ve left for them. I feel like I’ve been driving this thing for two weeks remotely via the wiki (never done this before) and
I’m not sure If I'm doing a good job of it. Particularly this week has been a bit of a challenge coz I feel that we are falling behind a
bit. Guess there's not much that can be done, so I have to accept it. I much hope you have been able to put your own spin on it
in the classroom and that they have worked well. A bit of reassurance could go a long way right now, it’s been a bit of a stressful
week with being super sick and on camp the week prior.
Anyway, I’d love to have a quick chat and maybe some feedback about those classes, and also the content that I left for them or
how it all worked, or anything else that you might like to share to help a first year teacher negotiate the challenges that this
profession brings …Most of the time rather amusing and enjoyable:)
Your input would be much valued.

Thanking you!
Sonia

Communication: Email correspondence with a colleague who I asked for feedback with
regard to the content I left for the class on the wiki, to work through whilst I was away.
This demonstrates my ability to communicate effectively, plan ahead and seek feedback
from colleagues.
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APPENDIX 2.3 – COMMUNICATION – EMAIL COMMUNICATION WITH STUDENTS

Hi Angus,
Thanks for sending that through make sure you upload it onto Compass too.
I had a brief look: here’s my feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give your slides titles
Make sure you show location on the period table, group, period
Make sure you are able to explain what transition metals are
What’s its atomic number and what that means
You need to elaborate on the chemical and physical properties
Fun facts: if your talking atomic mass be sure to explain what it means
Why did you include properties as fun facts? - put that on a slide with properties

Hope that is helpful and you can make those minor adjustments over the next few days. I’ll be back on
Monday and we’ll get those presentations up and running as soon as possible, be prepared.
Take care:)
Sonia

From: Angus <angus@onoff.com.au>
Date: Wednesday, 2 August 2017 at 10:11 pm
To: Sonia Hankova <09582033@phsc.vic.edu.au>
Subject: Platinum Presentation
Dear Miss Hankova
Here is the platinum element presentation
From Angus

Communication: Email correspondence with a student who sent me his Element
Presentation. Students were given an opportunity for me to have a brief look over their
work before submission.
This demonstrates my commitment to supporting student needs, differentiation and
providing individualised productive feedback on student work.
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APPENDIX 3.1 – CLASSROOM ORGANISATION – SEATING PLAN

Classroom organisation: Whilst facing behavioural challenges with students in this class, I decided
to experiment with rotational seating arrangements to try to find a seating combination that
would work for more productive learning outcomes. As each class happens in a different room, I
would have a seating plan for each room that I would change on needs basis. I devised this seating
plan based on my knowledge of my students and understanding of their level of achievement to
try to mix and match the right people together. In order to exercise student choice I asked
students to write down a preference list for productive working relationships that I would take
into account when making seating arrangements. The seating plan worked very well on some days
and not so well on others. I abandoned my efforts at the beginning of next term due to the time
consuming nature of having to make a new seating plan for each lesson and have since adopted a
more efficient yet equally effective process of strategically reseating or grouping students at the
beginning of each class or as necessary. This has worked well and has allowed me to really get to
know the relational dynamics between the students in this class.
This demonstrates my ability to use feedback about classroom dynamics to accommodate for
productive working relationships.
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APPENDIX 3.1 – CLASSROOM ORGANISATION – SEATING PLAN
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APPENDIX 3.1 – CLASSROOM ORGANISATION – SEATING PLAN
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APPENDIX 3.2 – CLASSROOM ORGANISATION – THE WIKI MAIN PAGE

Miss Hankova's Year 8 Science 2017 Home
Friday last day of term 3:)
HOMEWORK:
1. Find a rock or a mineral (you may already have a cool specimen at home, or just pick one up somewhere), do some research
about it, use your existing knowledge, describe it, try to classify it and hypothesise how it may have formed, what is it composed of.
Bring it to school on your first day back after the holidays for a one minuted show and tell. You'll need to tell us why you picked it
up/like it/what draws your attention to it:)
2. A.B. pages: 109, 110, 111, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120 – You should already have all these (almost) done.

Wednesday 20th September
PADLET: Sedimentary rock classification: all year 8's https://padlet.com/sonhank/cquwfnl6ms4h

Monday 18th September
Homework: A.B. pp. 118 - 120 (by Friday, last day of term)
Thursday 14th September:
Homework: A.B. pp. 110-111 and 116-117 (due Monday)

Friday 8th September
HOMEWORK: watch this video activity on rocks and weathering http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zwd2mp3/activity

Thursday 31st August
For anyone who missed the video on carbon allotropes:
Carbon Allotropes TED Ed Video
Good luck with the test tomorrow:) Im sure you will nail it. If you have missed class see the revision
questions in the post below.

Wednesday 30th August
Last call for late submissions!
See revision questions for substances unit HERE

Classroom organisation: In order to keep my class informed and direct the responsibility for learning onto my
students, I regularly post homework tasks, comments, instructions, videos, additional links, what to do when
if I’m absent, or anything that I want or need to communicate to students on the Wiki Main Page. This has
worked extremely well, I feel that students know where they need to go if they have missed class, need to
catch up, review, revise, access worksheet etc. or if they have simply forgotten what they are expected to do.
This online platform provides them with valuable feedback about the curriculum, assessment expectations,
current tasks and events.
This demonstrates my commitment to providing my students with continued feedback about the 36
requirements necessary to achieve learning outcomes and differentiates learning.

APPENDIX 3.2 – CLASSROOM ORAGNISATION – THE WIKI MAIN PAGE

Thursday 17th August
Reminder: Element presentations must be uploaded onto Compass Learning Tasks prior to presenting (not the wiki or via email; I
will not release your mark until the presentation is on Compass in any file format.. you should be able to convert anything to PDF)
IMPORTANT – I will be collecting:
1. Activity Book A.B. – you need to have done pp. 79-85 + pp. 86-87 (today's homework; print the pages HERE if you don't
have A.B.)
deadline to hand in all A.B. tasks: 8A: FRIDAY 25th Aug; 8C Monday 28th August; 8D Monday 21st August
2. Your science workbook/notebook – this needs to have:
Properties of metals and non metals WS (cut and paste)
Shaded (and annotated) Periodic Table (pasted onto a page or just enclosed is fine, follow this video Metals
Metalloids Non Metals.mp4 if you don't know how to shade it in)
Atoms of Elements WS: monatomic, molecular elements, latices..etc. (enclosed is fine, this is the reverse side of
Classification of Matter WS)
Notes from 'Secrets of the Superelements' video that you watched on Monday (this should be in table format as per
my instructions, you can see these in the previous post from Monday)
deadline to hand in all workbook tasks: 8A: FRIDAY 25th Aug; 8C Monday 21st August; 8D Monday 21st August

3. Check Compass to see if you have already submitted (marks are up):
Atomic challenge WS
Elements, Compounds and Mixtures Particle Model WS
If your mark is not up, you need to submit it on Monday (download and print it if you can't find it).
If your mark is up, and you are not happy with your mark, you can download either of these WS's and re-do them! Submit on
Monday!
If you have not done these worksheets and don't know what they are about you need to watch: Atoms, elements, compounds
EXTENSIONS FOR LATE WORK BY EMAIL ONLY< BEFORE DUE DATE!

Monday 14th August
Reminder: anyone still due to present (their element project) must have their presentation ready and uploaded onto compass learning tasks
the day before they are due to present. 8C, 8D = presenting this Thursday. 8A = presenting next Monday
Watch Secrets of the Superelements (as class):

Take notes in you workbook into a table (few dot points for each column are more than sufficient):
Name of element
and chem. symbol

Properties

Uses/applications

Extraction/processing
or any other relevant information

Indium – In

Take care and keep smiling:) See you when I see you... 8C, 8D Thursday, 8A next week! Make sure you are prepared!

Thursday 10th August
Make sure you presentations are uploaded onto Compass Learning Tasks well before you are due to present! We don't have class time to
waste for this. Also keep in mind that I will not release your marks until your presentation in on Compass!
Next week, I will be away on Monday - I will leave work for you to do.
Wednesday 8A - no class!
Thursday 8C/8D - presentations continue - all must be on Compass before class!
Friday - no class!

Thursday 3rd August,
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Good morning guys, I came to work yesterday but now I've lost my voice:( Unfortunately I wont be back till Monday. We will have to get the
presentations going next week.
In the mean time: You need to make sure that you have completed all assigned work (I was a little surprised to find out late last night that
people were still working on their presentations and freaking out because they could not access the wiki to find out exactly what they had to
do)... you had heaps of class time to work on your presentations, these should be well and truly perfected by now. The wiki situation should
be now fixed.
Today and tomorrow:
1. You need to make sure you complete the table on the second page of this worksheet:Classification of matter.pdf – Atoms of
Elements WS (monatomic elements, molecular elements, crystal lattices, metallic lattices, non metallic lattices). I handed this out in
class during our first lesson on this topic and we did the first page together. You'll need to use Science Book pp. 250-253 to do this...
in the section 'Example' you may want to do a drawing. Alternately, ask Google.
2. Complete pages 80-85 in your Activity Book – print it from here if you don't have it: Year 8 Substances A.B. Workbook.pdf
3. Attempt Revision Questions: Science Book p.255
Take care and keep smiling:)

Monday 31st July,
Good morning my lovelies,
I have have some bad news that some of you may welcome.. I've come down with the flu over the weekend, super annoying, I don't want to
be spreading my germs at school and so I decided to stay in bed today. This means that our element presentations will need to be postponed
till the next class Wed/Thur.
What I want you to do today:
if you still need to work on your presentation by all means please do so.. no time wasting!
make sure you have completed all tasks from last week (the periodic table, properties of metals and non metals cut and paste
worksheet, any related videos and online modules that I have put up) - I expect all of this will be done by your next class - check the
substances folder for tasks from last week.
If you have already done all this: complete the table on the second page of this worksheet: Classification of matter.pdf – Atoms
of Elements WS (monatomic elements, molecular elements, crystal lattices, metallic lattices, non metallic lattices). I handed this out
in class during our first lesson on this topic and we did the first page together. You'll need to use Science Book pp. 250-253 to do
this... in the section 'Example' you may want to do a drawing. Alternately, ask Google.
8C: you guys need to complete the Properties of metals and non metals WS. It is on my desk (in a pile of other worksheets from last week),
the relief teacher should bring it to class, if not, please get someone to run down and grab it from my desk (office behind the main staff room).
If you have any questions, email me!
See you Wednesday/Thursday:)
Sonia

Sunday 30th July,
Hi guys, I hope you have had a productive week. Tomorrow some of you will start with round 1 My Element Rules Presentations, as per
allocated times. Please check these carefully so that you know when you are expected to be ready (scroll down for time allocations
attachments) If you have any questions email me.
REMEMBER: you need to upload your PowerPoint presentations onto Compass Learning Tasks: Element Presentations ( at the latest the
night before you are due to present)
See you in class:)

Wednesday 26th July
1. Jump into the Substances folder and work through the designated tasks
2. Work on your presentations!
Reminder: Check your time allocations carefully. There has been a change to presentation time: 8D Round 2 students will present on
Thursday the 3rd instead of Friday 4th
Your presentations will need to be submitted electronically on Compass a day before you are due to present! Any issues email me!

Good morning guys, click onto Substances in the left hand pane and scroll down to Today (Week 2 Monday) follow the instructions on what
you need to complete
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Friday 21st July
Time and element allocations for your presentations can be found below... check these carefully!
If you have changed your mind let me know; if you still need to choose let me know; there were a couple of double ups (8D highlighted in
yellow) I have emailed you, choose another one and let me know; any issues let me know:)

8A My Element Rules presentation allocations.pdf
8C My Element Rules presentation allocations.pdf
8D My Element Rules presentation allocations .pdf
My Element Rules Presentation – Brief and Rubric
WATCH THIS SPACE for further instructions whilst I'm on camp:)

Wed/Thur 19/20th July
HOMEWORK: finish Atomic challenge handout and bring to class on Friday. I will be collecting these:)

Monday 17th July
TERM 3: Welcome back:) NEW TOPIC: SUBSTANCES
Homework : A.B. p. 79 (to be completed by next class)

Sat 24 June 2017
I've put together a series of revision questions, if you can answer these comfortably you will nail the test. We will go over them in class on
Monday:) Revision Questions Energy.docx

Fri 23 June 2017
Reminder: check compass for any outstanding submissions – mainly the last 3: Workbook/Homework check, Earthship Task, and Launching
the Water Rocket calculations (this is a Yes/No tick). Monday is the last day i will accept any late work - don't make me chase you, you need
to come forth and submit anything you have that you want to have marked. As far as outstanding work from earlier in the semester goes,
check your folders (or wherever you keep your work) make sure you submit any work you have done but never submitted.
REVISION: if you would like to get a head start on topic revision here is the PPT for ENERGY:

Monday is topic revision day – don't forget to bring your Workbook
Happy weekend:)

Thur 22 June 2017
Reminder: Final call - make sure you check compass learning tasks and bring in any late submissions tomorrow! (if you have a lot of stuff
missing, prioritise!)
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Cells, the building blocks of life
Term 1: NEW TOPIC: BIOLOGY – CHAPTER 2: CELLS, THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF LIFE
Week

Date

8

Mon

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

NEW TOPIC - CELLS

Structure of cells

Intro, timeline, tasks

Microscope parts

20th

drawing microscopic images

March

calculating total magnification

Resources: *if you misplaced
the WS I handed out, find it
here: Cells WS - cell
structure.docx

Thur

Cell Theory
How to complete the Year 8
Cells Project: Cells project
2017.doc

Fri

Historical perspectives – create
a PPT timeline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Robert Hooke
Antonie de Leeuwenhoek
Robert Brown
Matthias Schleiden
Theodor Schwann
Karl Nageli
Rudlof Virchow

Write: three questions in relation
to the videos you wonder about
(I wonder...), two things that you
have found interesting, one
thing that you have found
surprising..
Watch the 3 videos about cells
(see PAGE TREE) (this should
take you 10 minutes)

Homework/Assessment

HW: Finish WS – the table on
the front page (primary functions
of organelles), use google to
help you out. Also the
Homework question on p. 2 of
the WS about mushrooms
(fungi) S.B pp.59-60. This
should take you no longer than
20 min (I've been nice to you
regarding homework, but we
have a lot of work to do and
need to pull our socks up:) See
you Thursday!

if you have not done Monday's
homework. DO IT NOW!
EMAIL the PPT to me so that I
can upload it on the wiki

HOMEWORK – THREE
THINGS!
1. Read prac on page 66 S.B. preparing a wet mount (particu
larly notice the section on how
to draw microscopic images and
how to calculate total
magnification)
2. Finish all other homework
from this week – the table on
the front page of the WS
(primary functions of
organelles), use google to help
you out. Also the Homework
question on p. 2 of the WS
about mushrooms (fungi) S.B
pp.59-60.
3. Comment on the wiki: write
one thing you found interesting
and one thing you found
surprising about the videos we
watched in class. Then write
one of your questions (I
wonder...) and respond to one
question that someone else
wrote.

Week
9

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Mon

Handling a microscope

PRAC 1 – Major Project:
Cells – Plant cells:
Preparing a wet mount

Make sure by the end of this
week you have completed
all HW from the previous
week (Cells worksheet), this
includes watching the 3
videos (cells, bacteria,
protists) and making
comments on the wiki as
per instructions (see above)

Cell theory
27th
March

Curriculum content – timeline, tasks and resources: In order to make learning visible to my students and
to provide an online space where the curriculum can be developed and managed and through which it
can be also delivered, I plan lessons in weakly blocks with references to learning outcomes, tasks,
activities, resources, homework, assessment, extension tasks, videos, links to documents or anything
related to the learning content and its delivery.
This demonstrates my commitment to effectively documenting my practice and to share the curriculum
with my students so that they have access to and feedback about what they are learning.
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Thur

Cell theory

Write introduction for cell
project

Resources: Woot, it's
finally here! ...the PPT of
history of cell theory (use it
to help you write up the
introduction for the cell
project, alongside google
search and SB. pp. 57-58.

PRAC 2 – Major Project:
Cells – Animal cells (if you
have not completed plant
cell prac you will have an
opportunity to finish this)

HW for the holidays:

Cell structure and
organelles

Fri

Handling a microscope
and slides
Review - drawing
microscopic images

Write up relevant
components of your
practical report (SEE MY
MESSAGE BELOW)
if you still haven't
watched the videos,
asked questions and
made wiki comments you
need to do this!

TERM 2
Week

Date
1

What the teacher does

Mon
Thur

March

Homework/Assessment

Easter Monday
Review:
handling microscope
and slides
drawing from the
microscope feedback
Types of
microscopes

18th

What the student/learner
does

Kahoot – cells
structure and function:
https://play.kahoot.it/#/
?quizId=52f08375-a87
7-4fe1-89f6-f8e69780c
76d
Resources:
CELL DRAWING
EXAMPLES AND
CHECKLIST.pdf

Fri

PRAC 3 – Major Project:
Cells – bacteria, fungi,
protista

WRITE/FINALISE CELL
PROJECT
INTRODUCTION!
Discussion points 1, 2
and 3

Week

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment
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2

Mon

Writing and presenting
the cell project:
deadline (Friday,
Week 3), extensions
(by email), content,
organisation,
submission
typed up on the
computer +
attachments: 6 cell
drawings and
microscope drawing
on blank paper

24th
April

final catch up
microscopy class
(drawing)
structure and function
of cells: WS drawing
comparisons - plant,
animal, fungi, bacteria,
protists (Eukaryotes vs
Prokaryotes)
working on cell project

Resources: http://bitesizebi
o.com/166/history-of-cell-bi
ology/

Resources: Plant, animal,
fungal, bacterial cell
diagram WS
plant and animal cell.pdf
bacterial, fungal cell.pdf
Thur

Drawing a comparative
table

Cell Project

Assessment criteria evaluation checklist
Fri

Week

Date
3

Mon

Cell division
Mutations – cancer

Thur

Cell division
Mutations – cancer
Bacterial biofilms
Review: cell
structure and
function

Fri

Date

8th
May

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

PRAC 4: Growing bacteria
on agar

Work on finishing the cell
project

TED Ed: http://ed.ted.com/l
essons/the-microbial-jungle
s-all-over-the-place-and-you
-scott-chimileski-and-robert
o-kolter#digdeeper

May

4

HW: Work on finishing the
cell project

Resources (video):

1st

Week

Cell Project Rubric: MAJO
R PROJECT- Assessment
rubric.docx
Cell Project

What the teacher does

Resources: CELLS
PowerPoint Year 8.pdf

Mon

What the teacher does

Resources (video):
Kahoot – cells
structure and
function: https://play.k
ahoot.it/#/?quizId=52f0
8375-a877-4fe1-89f6-f
8e69780c76d

Work on finishing the cell
project

Resources (video): http://
www.cancerresearchuk.or
g/about-cancer/what-is-ca
ncer/how-cancer-starts/ca
ncer-cells#repair

PRAC 4: DATA
COLLECTION – Bacteria:
observe, record results,
draw, discussion

DUE: *Cell Project
(extensions by email or in
person, only!)

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Growing bacteria on agar:
discussion of results

Resources (videos):
The Evolution of Bacteria on
a “Mega-Plate” Petri Dish
(Kishony Lab).mp4
What causes antibiotic
resistance - Kevin Wu
(1).mp4
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Thur

Specialised cells WS with
PPT

DUE: PRAC – Growing
Bacteria on agar

human tissue, organs,
systems
Fri

Specialised cells
human tissue, organs,
systems

PRAC 5A: water transport
in plants - stomata, xylem,
phloem
Resources (video):
The Perfect Pump -water
transport in plants (David
Attenborough) http://www.b
bc.co.uk/programmes/p00lxt
8k

Week
5

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Mon

Specialised cells

PRAC 5B: water transport
in plants - stomata, xylem,
phloem, root hair

human tissue, organs,
systems
Water transport in
plants

15th
May

Week

Homework/Assessment

Resources (video):
Transportation in
Plants.mp4

Thur

Review

Fri

Review

Date

What the teacher does
Review

5

Mon

22nd

Thur

May

Fri

Specialised cells: Plants

study for test
study for test

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment
study for test

TOPIC TEST
STE(A)M careers of the
future, interdisciplinary

Resources (videos):

*

What are stem cells? http:
//ed.ted.com/lessons/what
-are-stem-cells-craig-a-ko
hn#review

Science as a human
endeavour, ethical
discussions

Mushroom burial suit: htt
ps://www.ted.com/talks/ja
e_rhim_lee
Week

Date

What the teacher does

6

Mon

Cell Project feedback

29th

Thur

Cells Test feedback

May

Fri

New topic – Energy

What the student/learner does

Homework/Assessment

*

Embedding Indigenous Perspectives into the learning content: On the completion of this unit I felt it was
important to have an ethical discussion about the interconnectedness of all things – living and non-living. I
showed students some videos and a relevant TED Talk to make them think about how we treat the Earth, the
possibilities and perils of advanced technologies, and the repercussions these might have on the future of
humanity. I connection with this lesson we discussed the ways in which Indigenous people view their
relationships with ‘nature’ that highlights the inherent interconnectedness of all things.
Teaching strategies for Indigenous and Torres Strait Island lerners: I am not currently teaching any
Indigenous students, however, If I had Indigenous students in my class I may have asked them to share with
us some Indigenous worldviews and perspectives and discuss how these compare and contrast with western
worldviews and ideologies. In 2015 I spent 2 months working in a remote Indigenous community in the NT. I
would plan curriculum content responsive to local Indigenous environments and student needs. Sciecne
content taught indoors would be typicallly coupled with an outdoor activity e.g. we would classify local
animals, go for a walk and talk about the local flora and fauna.
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Substances
TERM 3
Week

Date

What the teacher does

Mon
1

Wed/Thur

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Energy test review

HW: A.B. p. 79

Review
states of matter
classification of matter

Elements, compounds,
mixtures - identification
stations/ PPT Quiz
Resources (handouts):
Classification of matter
as per WS
Atomic challenge WS
Periodic table (colour)
handout

Fri

Homework check: A.B. p.
79; Atomic challenge WS

Choose an element for
project

Assessment Task Brief- My
Element Rules

Complete: Elements
compounds and mixtures P
article model WS (coloured
handout)

HW: Finish Atomic
challenge WS
Resources:
https://ed.ted.com/on/4q9W
wxG2 (2:25)
If you missed class complet
e online module: Atoms,
elements, compounds befor
e completing the assigned
WS.
HW:
Finish Particle model
WS (if not yet done)
Assessment Task: My
Element Rules Presentation
– Brief and Rubric
Resources for Assessment
Task:
http://ed.ted.com/periodic-vi
deos
http://www.ptable.com/
http://www.rsc.org/periodic-t
able
http://elements.wlonk.com/E
lementsTable.htm

Week

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Curriculum content and remote delivery: As with the previous unit of work, this curriculum planner
outlines exactly what the teacher and what the students are doing alongside accompanying resources.
Links to worksheets, assessment brief and rubric, related videos, websites as suggestions to begin
research on a major project, provides students with valuable information; they can take advantage of
this if they wish. In order to learn, improve and achieve. I encourage them to check the wiki regularly,
and I know there are many students who use the wiki and can navigate it easily to find relevant content.
I have facilitated a session where I asked all students to save a direct link to this page so that they can
easily access it to keep informed and ‘on top of things’. I remotely ran the curriculum via the wiki
platform for two weeks (whilst on camp and successively sick), and I feel that being the first time for
such a situation I handled it well and my students and relief teachers could follow my instructions and
together go through the work I left for my students to do.
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2

Mon

Understanding and navigating
the periodic table

1. Watch these two videos
as class:)

HW: work on presentation
EXTENSION: super cool read:
Where do all the elements come
from?

24th July

If you have missed class colour
in the periodic table
independently at home (with the
help of the video) or as per
interactive Periodic Table: http://
www.ptable.com/

2. The elements in the periodic
table can be grouped based on
their properties into metals, non
metals and metalloids.
Metalloids are special and
behave as both metals and non
metals.
Hand out blank periodic table
(downloadable HERE), watch
this video (as class or
independently, i don't mind) and
colour in your periodic table - m
etals, non metals and
metalloids (stop the video as
necessary).

Advanced (optional): on your
periodic table (once you've
coloured in metals, nonmetals
and metalloids) mark each
group with its common name
(e.g. noble gasses), use this link
to help you do this http://sscche
mistry.weebly.com/periodic-tabl
e-review.html
3. Continue work on
Assessment Task: My Element
Rules
Wed/Thur

Investigating properties of
metals and non-metals

Complete online module
HW: work on presentation
(activity, revision, and test): http:
//www.bbc.co.uk/education/guid
es/z84wjxs/activity
Complete properties of metals
and non metals WS – cut and
paste (glue into your workbook)
Work on Assessment Task: My
Element Rules
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Fri

Relief teacher

Work on Assessment Task: My
Element Rules
Finalise all assigned Homework
for this unit (all HW is due and
will be checked on Monday 31st
July)

Week

Date
3

What the teacher does

Mon

31st July

Wed/Thur

8C on ski camp

Fri

Week
4
7th Aug

HW: work on presentations
You will need to upload the
finished presentation onto
compass learning tasks the
night before your presentation is
due.

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Complete all work from last
week, work on
presentations and complete
assigned homework in the
right pane.

Complete Atoms of
Elements WS (monatomic
elements, molecular
elements, crystal lattices,
metallic lattices, non
metallic lattices) as per
Science Book pp. 250-253

Presentations: Round 1
Presentations: Round 2

HW: A.B. complete pages
80-85 - due Monday week
(7th August)

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Mon

8A, 8D on ski camp

Presentations Round 3

see homepage

DEMO Flame Test

see homepage

Wed/Thur

PRAC 1 measuring density
Fri

Understanding the forms of
Carbon, the fundamental
building block of life.

Video - inquiry research
activity + review content

What is an allotrope? S.B.
p. 253

Week
5

students work in groups to
investigate the allotropes of
carbon and prepare a single
slide to be uploaded onto
the wiki (blog) by the end of
the lesson

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment

Mon

Molecular compounds and
formulas; lattice compounds

PRAC 2: Obtaining Cu and
H

see homepage

Wed/Thur

Describing different types of
mixtures

PRAC 3: Growing alum
crystals, a lattice compound

see homepage

Fri

Week

Collaborative research task:
The many faces of carbon PPT group activity

Date

PRAC 4: Forming carbon
dioxide, a molecular
compound (30min)
What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Homework/Assessment
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6

Mon

Revision

IMPORTANT – I will be
collecting:
1. Activity Book A.B. –
you need to have
done pp. 79-85 + pp.
86-87 (today's
homework; print the
pages HERE if you
don't have A.B.)
2. Your science
workbook/notebook
– this needs to have:

End of topic reminder: Reminding students about upcoming
assessment expectations; outlining tasks that need to have been
competed and submitted; contains links to relevant resources.

Properties of
metals and non
metals WS (cut
and paste)
Shaded (and
annotated) Perio
dic Table (paste
d onto a page or
just enclosed is
fine, follow this
video Metals
Metalloids Non
Metals.mp4 if
you don't know
how to shade it
in)
Atoms of
Elements WS:
monatomic,
molecular
elements,
latices..etc.
(enclosed is
fine, this is the
reverse side of
Classification of
Matter WS)
Notes from
'Secrets of the
Superelements'
video that you
watched on
Monday (this
should be in
table format as
per my
instructions,
you can see
these in the
previous post
from Monday)
3. Check Compass to see
if you have already
submitted (marks are up):
Atomic challenge WS
Elements,
Compounds and
Mixtures Particle
Model WS

Week
7

Wed/Thur

Revision

Fri

TOPIC TEST

Date

What the teacher does

What the student/learner
does

Mon

Understanding the
importance of feedback and
reflection

Reflecting on learning:
Feedback, survey and
reflection

Wed/Thur

Geology

Homework/Assessment

Fri
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80% + Red
70-79% Orange
60-69% Blue
50-59% Green
<50% Yellow
dark purple = absent; lilac = not submitted

Topic test 4
Energy
th
29 June
%

Common
Assessment
Task
Element
Presentation
th
17 August
% /38
89

Atomic
Challenge WS
HW
st
21 August
% /40

Elements
compounds
and mixtures,
particle model
WS
st
21 August
% /21

Topic Test 5
Substances
1st Sept
% /21

End of term
average
Term 1
th
14 March
%

End of term
average
Term 2
th
29 June
%

End of term
average
Term 3
nd
22 Sept
%

88

95

100

93

90

95

é

85

76

67

40

64

67

é

Topic test 2
Chemical
change
th
10 March
% /38

PRAC: Growing
bacteria on
agar
th
12 May
% /40

89

97

79

79

94

98
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36

64

71

56

87

100

91

87

97

100

94

88

95

100

94

95

97

é

60

58

0

59

64

40

91

75

81

70

59

54

81

é

71

70

78

59

92

89

82

95

88

71

80

85

é

86

100

76

97

89

96

87

76

86

89

91

57

58

80

84

92

70

Topic test 3
Cells
th
25 May
% /53

63

Term 4

Topic test 1
States of
Matter
th
16 Feb
% /35

Common
Assessment
Task
Cell Project
th
15 May
% /40

96

89

81

100

93

63

98

é

78

93

98

86

100

87

87

97

é

99

100

93

78

95

100

81

97

97

é

78

61

63

92

70

81

72

58

67

82

é

89

70

81

98

71

100

100

99

88

83

85

é

82

95

83

87

90

96

83

76

100

76

87

98

é

63

74

49

51

60

59

68

69

57

68



91

80

99

95

86

93

95

90

95

100

86

91

98

é

64

58

89

51

68

72

86

78

86

77

61

64

82

é

73

75

0

94

83

93

91

76

86

100

74

90

96

é

69

55

95

85

93

62

88

85

95

88

62

80

88

é

67

59

89

42

74

65

93

95

95
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é

89
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96

89

99

100

93
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95

79
100

95

96

97
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79

89

94

60

92
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95

95

90

84

84

93

é

63

59

0

71

63

57

86

75

90

75

61

64

81

é

66

38

0

66

85

67

68

100

86

85

52

73

77

é

90

66

99

74

89

54

96

98

100

100

78

72

98

é

64

59

73

33

53

47

71

66

62

44

69

é

46

100

94

89

92

99

92

100

95

100

73

93

96

é

83

93

95

100

92



95

Keeping track of student progress: This table provides a graphic colour-coded representation of student’s progress throughout the year (for clarity purposes only assessment containing
numerical values are included in this layout). The arrow in the last column indicates overall student progress at the end of term 3.
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I'm a mad
scientist,
getting to
know you
27th Feb
3p scale

PRAC
Observing
Chemical
Change
3rd March
5p scale

History of cell
theory group
PPT
Cells
20th March
Y/N

Wiki
Comment
Cells
5th May
Y/N

mid

Very Good

Y

Y

Excellent

Excellent

Poor

Y

high

Excellent

Y

Y

Excellent

Excellent

Y

Y
Good

Very Good

mid
mid

Good

high

Very Good

PRAC
PRAC
Drawing from
Drawing from
the Microscope
the Microscope
Cells
Cells
4th May
animal
plant

Excellent
Very Good

Y

high

Very Good

Y

mid

Very Good

Y

mid

Excellent

Y

mid

Very Good

Y

mid

Very Good

Y

Y

Y

Y

Good

Very Good

high

Very Good

Y

Y

Very Good

Excellent

high

Very Good

Y

Y

Very Good

low

Good

Y

Y

high

Excellent

Y

Y
Y

mid

Y
didn't
participate

low

Y

Y

Satisfactory

high

Y

Y

low

Y
Excellent

Earthship Design
task
Energy
15th June

Launching the
Water Rocket
Energy
19th June

workbook/homework
check
21st Aug

A.B. Tasks
28th August

PRAC1
Extraction of
copper
25th August

Good

Excellent

Yes

Excellent

Very Good

Excellent

Very Good

Very Good

Yes

Excellent

Very Good

Excellent

Very Good

Yes

Very Good

Outstanding

Outstanding

Outstanding

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Good

Yes

Outstanding

Outstanding

Excellent

Very Good

Very Good

Outstanding

Outstanding

Outstanding
Very Good

Y

high

high

Workbook/HW
check
Energy
15th June

Good

high

Y

Term 4

Completion of work progress, empty cells indicate absences or not submitted work

PRAC: sugar rock
cycle
22nd Sept
Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Outstanding

Very Good

Outstanding

Good

Good

Good

Very Good

Yes

Excellent

Outstanding

Outstanding

Not Satisfactory

Good

Yes

Limited

Excellent

Very Good

Outstanding

Y

Excellent

Very Good

Excellent

Good

Y

Very Good

Very Good

Excellent

Excellent

Very Good

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent

Very Good

Very Good

Yes

Excellent

Outstanding

Good
Yes

Satisfactory

Excellent

Yes

Good

Very Good

Yes

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Very Good

Yes

Outstanding

Outstanding

Excellent

Satisfactory

Excellent

Good

Yes

Excellent

Outstanding

Outstanding

Very Good

Very Good

Excellent

Excellent

Yes

Very Good

Outstanding

Outstanding

Outstanding

Good

Not Satisfactory

Outstanding

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Outstanding

Outstanding

Outstanding

Yes
Yes

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Excellent
Very Good

Yes

Outstanding

Excellent
Outstanding

Not Satisfactory
Y

Very Good

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Yes

Very Good

Yes

Excellent

Outstanding

Very Good

Good
Outstanding

Excellent

Outstanding

Excellent

Outstanding

Outstanding

Excellent

Keeping track of student progress: This table provides a qualitative representation of student’s progress throughout the year. It proved me with valuable feedback on work completion
and the standard of achievement throughout the school year. Tasks assessed qualitatively range from questionnaires, pracs, groups work, wiki comments, to workbook, homework or
activity book checks, to other written or practical work.
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YEAR 8 MAJOR PROJECT: CELL MORPHOLOGY
EVALUATION RUBRIC

PRESENTATION COMMUNICATION

SCIENTIFIC CONTENT

Student name: Charlotte Edwards 8D
CRITERIA
Introduction
Does the introduction discuss the history of Cell Theory? Does it
outline its three key ideas? Does it explain its scientific discovery, and
how the contributions of significant scientists in the field have shaped
its evolution?
Aim
Have you clearly stated the purpose of your practical investigations?
Does the aim state what you were trying to find out/learn about
microscope techniques and cells?
Materials
Have you correctly listed the equipment and materials that you used
during your practical investigations? Did you use appropriate scientific
language?
Method
Does your report outline the progress of your practical investigations?
Does it explain what you did in such a way so that someone else could
replicate your investigations? Have you listed all 5 investigations –
plant, animal, bacterial, fungal, cells and protists?
Results
Have you attached 6 drawings of cells that follow the correct guidelines
for drawing from the microscope? Are these appropriately labeled; are
these on blank paper?
Discussion
Have you answered all the discussion points? Have you discussed and
explained results and supported these with relevant scientific content?
Did you analyse and evaluate your investigations and what you have
learned? Have you considered errors and suggested improvements?
Conclusion
Have you summarised what you have learned about cells? Have you
mentioned what you have learned about the differences and
similarities in structure and function of cells between different groups
of organisms?
Total:
Clear and concise
Is the report informative? Does it present information clearly and
concisely?
Format
Does the report follow appropriate scientific conventions and
language?
Organisation
Is the report well organised and presented?
Images and Diagrams
Does your report include sufficient and appropriately labeled images,
tables and/ or diagrams that support the scientific content?
Effort
Have you shown evidence of research and personal learning?
Total:

Score: 90%
RATING

4.5/5

2.75/3

0.75/1

2/2

4.5/5

5/6

COMMENTS
Great opening paragraph, watch for repeats.
In-depth, considered and well researched into and
summary of cell theory and development. Excellent!
Check paragraphing, proof read – ask mum or dad or
a friend to read it over.
Aim: great but make sure you include everything
under investigation.
You need to include all the materials in a separate
section; Method should be separate too. I see you
mixed the two together. It’s ok but confusing and not
desirable.
Excellent discussion with great connections
supported by tables and well labeled diagrams
attached (a table that summarises all differences of
cells would have been useful). Always write out the
whole question so that the reader knows what it
relates to.
When evaluating, make sure you think critically –
there is always room for improvement. Everyone
makes mistakes, even if they are small, identify them,
analyse them and suggest productive ways to move
forward and improve.
Limited conclusion; your conclusion should answer
the aim and hypothesis if you have one.

1.5/3

Great drawings, you should have redrawn your
drafts, check the guidelines and follow them in full.

3/3

84 %
Informative with appropriate scientific language.
Beautifully presented, well organised and supported
with images and tables –highly professional.

3/3

You have shown evidence of further research and
personal learning.

21/25

3/3
3/3
3/3
15/15

100 %

FEEDBACK: Charlotte, this is an outstanding report. Amazing effort, impressive work! Congratulations. You have shown commitment to finding out
about cells and demonstrated a significant level of personal learning. Main points to improve: proof read, follow the guidelines to the T; be specific so
someone could take this report and replicate the experiments. Some relevant images from the internet would take this report to another level. Be
sure to critically analyse and evaluate all experimental procedures when making conclusions – reflect on all aspects of your practical experiences.
Keep up the awesome work and you can achieve anything you put your mind to. SHJ

Feedback on major project: During this project I decided that it was important to give students personalised
feedback of their work in order to highlight areas that were done well and those that need additional work.
This feedback is in reference to a scientific report and I would write it as I read their assignments. It is objective
detailed and targets specific learning outcomes. I offered students the option of writing a reflection in response
to this feedback; many took up the offer and consequently were able to improve their overall mark for the
project. I believe reflections are a powerful way of thinking about own thinking and provide students with
valuable avenues for future improvement.
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YEAR 8 MAJOR PROJECT: CELL MORPHOLOGY
EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Student name: Leon Murphy-Ho 8D

SCIENTIFIC CONTENT

40

Score: 56 %

CRITERIA

RATING

Introduction
Does the introduction discuss the history of Cell Theory? Does it
outline its three key ideas? Does it explain its scientific discovery, and
how the contributions of significant scientists in the field have shaped
its evolution?
Aim
Have you clearly stated the purpose of your practical investigations?
Does the aim state what you were trying to find out/learn about
microscope techniques and cells?
Materials
Have you correctly listed the equipment and materials that you used
during your practical investigations? Did you use appropriate scientific
language?
Method
Does your report outline the progress of your practical investigations?
Does it explain what you did in such a way so that someone else could
replicate your investigations? Have you listed all 5 investigations –
plant, animal, bacterial, fungal, cells and protists?
Results
Have you attached 6 drawings of cells that follow the correct guidelines
for drawing from the microscope? Are these appropriately labeled; are
these on blank paper?
Discussion
Have you answered all the discussion points? Have you discussed and
explained results and supported these with relevant scientific content?
Did you analyse and evaluate your investigations and what you have
learned? Have you considered errors and suggested improvements?
Conclusion
Have you summarised what you have learned about cells? Have you
mentioned what you have learned about the differences and
similarities in structure and function of cells between different groups
of organisms?

4.5/5

2.75/3

Total:
Clear and concise
Is the report informative? Does it present information clearly and
concisely?
Format
Does the report follow appropriate scientific conventions and
language?
Organisation
Is the report well organised and presented?
Images and Diagrams
Does your report include sufficient and appropriately labeled images,
tables and/ or diagrams that support the scientific content?
Effort
Have you shown evidence of research and personal learning?

COMMENTS
In-depth, considered and well researched into and
summary of cell theory and development. You have
told a comprehensive yet detailed story of the cell
theory. Next time try to synthesise the information
and present it in larger paragraph form, work on an
opening sentence that makes an impact on the reader.
What were the contributions of Leeuwenhoek and
Virchow?.. If you listed these scientists you should
also briefly describe their contributions, one sentence
can be enough.

0.5/1

Great aim but try to write this in your own words.
When listing materials and writing method be specific
and include details. Write method in own words.

1/2

There should have been a ‘results’ section here
stating: see attachments. Good drawings – be sure you
follow the guidelines for drawing from the
microscope – label all recognisable structures give the
page a relevant title. Where is your extra protist?

4/5

1/6

0.5/3

PRESENTATION COMMUNICATION

22.2
5

14.25/25

1.5/3
1.5/3
2/3

You need to thoroughly read the discussion questions,
make sure you understand what they are asking and
also type up the question so that the reader knows
what is the answer in relation to. Your answers are
not related to the questions asked; Q7 is missing –
You need to reflect and critically think about the
actual practical experiments and procedures,
highlight errors and suggest improvements. I can give
you a point for trying and answering a couple things
right; I suggest you review the discussion content.
Next time include a scientific conclusion not a poetic
one (I’m giving you 1/2 point for presenting a
conclusion section). Conclusion should answer the
aim of your practical investigation.
57 %
The discussion part is missing significant amount of
information, instead the answers are not related to
the questions, I am finding it difficult to awards you
points here. You need to use scientific language when
writing science reports. Images, diagrams and tables
are useful in supporting scientific content. I comment
your effort but next time make sure if you don’t
understand something you ask for help. There is
always wiki, I put information on there to help you; I
have outlined all the discussion questions there!

1/3
2/3

Total:

8/15

53 %

FEEDBACK: Leon, this is a satisfactory report. Main points to improve: Make sure you read the brief and know exactly what you have to do. Always
follow the rubric. Make sure you describe (in your own words) aim, detailed list of materials and method so someone could take this report and
replicate the experiments – details are important when it comes to science. Always read questions thoroughly, make sure you understand them and
answer in full. Be sure to critically analyse and evaluate all experimental procedures and learning experiences when making conclusions or suggesting
improvements, include examples whenever possible. Reflect on all aspects of your practical experiences. I hope you can take this as a learning
experience and try to improve on your next report. See me if you would like to discuss this report in person, I would like to encourage you to take on the
reflection challenge that I am offering to all students; I want to give you an opportunity to improve your score. SH J
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YEAR 8 MAJOR PROJECT: CELL MORPHOLOGY
EVALUATION CHECKLIST

SCIENTIFIC CONTENT

Student name: Mikaela Kennedy 8D

Score: 72 %

CRITERIA
Introduction
Does the introduction discuss the history of Cell Theory? Does it
outline its three key ideas? Does it explain its scientific discovery,
and how the contributions of significant scientists in the field have
shaped its evolution?
Aim
Have you clearly stated the purpose of your practical
investigations? Does the aim state what you were trying to find
out/learn about microscope techniques and cells?
Materials
Have you correctly listed the equipment and materials that you
used during your practical investigations? Did you use appropriate
scientific language?
Method
Does your report outline the progress of your practical
investigations? Does it explain what you did in such a way so that
someone else could replicate your investigations? Have you listed
all 5 investigations – plant, animal, bacterial, fungal, cells and
protists?
Results
Have you attached 6 drawings of cells that follow the correct
guidelines for drawing from the microscope? Are these
appropriately labeled; are these on blank paper?
Discussion
Have you answered all the discussion points? Have you discussed
and explained results and supported these with relevant scientific
content? Did you analyse and evaluate your investigations and
what you have learned? Have you considered errors and suggested
improvements?
Conclusion
Have you summarised what you have learned about cells? Have you
mentioned what you have learned about the differences and
similarities in structure and function of cells between different
groups of organisms?

RATING

3/5

2/3

0.75/1

2/2

4/5

5/6

1/3

PRESENTATION COMMUNICATION

28.7
5

Total:
Clear and concise
Is the report informative? Does it present information clearly and
concisely?
Format
Does the report follow appropriate scientific conventions and
language?
Organisation
Is the report well organised and presented?
Images and Diagrams
Does your report include sufficient and appropriately labeled
images, tables and/ or diagrams that support the scientific content?
Effort
Have you shown evidence of research and personal learning?

17.75/25

Total:

11/15

2/3
2/3

COMMENTS
Considered and well researched into and summary of cell
theory and development. A bit confusing. First sentence
does not make sense... the second part does not answer
the question. Always use scientific language (there’s cells
everywhere we go, left right and centre – not very
scientific) you could say cells are all around us. Be
concise, only include relevant information – it’s not
relevant/important that Leeuwenhoek got a job as a
bookkeeper at the age of 16. If you list certain scientists
be sure to mention what all of them did. Make sure you
proof read, get mum or dad or a friend to read over you,
read it out aloud to yourself so that your writing makes
sense.
Great aim, just be specific about what you are doing – i.e.
to compare and contrast cells. Be specific when
describing materials i.e. light microscope (the reader
should be able to replicate your experiments) the rest of
the listed materials are specific with great detail.
Materials and method sections need to be separate, I see
you have merged them for the different experiments.
Excellent description of method.
There should have been a ‘results’ section here stating:
see attachments.
Good drawings – be sure you follow the guidelines for
drawing from the microscope – label all recognisable
structures. Where is your extra protist? Should have
redrawn the drafts.
Excellent discussion points with valued connections
supported by table. Images or diagrams from the internet
would be useful to further illustrate the scientific
concepts presented. Make sure you thoroughly read
questions and answer in full. It’s great that you included
the questions, as the reader knows what the answer
relates to.
Limited conclusion. Be sure you think critically when
analysing your observations and learning experiences.
Conclusion should answer the aim of your practical
investigation.
71 %
Informative, well presented and organised with relevant
tables. Images and diagrams would be useful. Be sure to
proof read and always use scientific language – it’s a bit
unclear and confusing in parts, always include only
relevant information.
Use font 12 – otherwise it’s hard to read. Redraw drafts
to deserve full points for effort.

3/3
2/3
2/3
73 %

FEEDBACK: Mikaela, this is a very good report. Congratulations! You have shown commitment to finding out about cells and demonstrated a
significant level of personal learning. Main points to improve: follow guidelines for drawings to the T – redraw drafts. Proof read and use scientific
language! Always read questions thoroughly, make sure you understand them and answer in full. Be sure to critically analyse and evaluate all
experimental procedures and learning experiences when making conclusions or suggesting improvements, include examples whenever possible.
Reflect on all aspects of your practical experiences. I’m delighted to see a huge improvement in your work, you should be proud. Keep up the awesome
work and you can achieve anything you put your mind to. Well done SH J
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Cell Project Feedback:
Title: font 14-16 bold or underlined
Name (scientist)
Date
Pagination: bottom right hand corner
Underline or make bold any heading of subheadings
Paragraphing
Font spacing – 1.5 line spacing
Font 12
Introduction:
•
Opening sentence – should engage and capture the audience
•
Needs to tell a story not come as separate pieces of information
•
Paragraphing, grammar – capitals, synthesise information, not separate paragraphs of scientists but all together merged and
intermingled so ti tells a story. not z (American spelling)
•
Choice of words – when you think of a word but you’re not quite sure it's a good one, look it up in thesaurus and choose a better
one
•
Repeated words
•
You need to synthesise information – take something and sieve through what is important then stick it together to make a seemles
whole – this is hard – broad concise summary (its not important what year the scientists died in, to list all their occupations, not
important to describe the specific differences between cells at this point). Example Asha Ketchell
•
Less is more (writing a resume, my lawyer friend, when you get to uni (word limit)
•
Different font – looks like you copied and pasted – is you are going to do it you need to be smart about it so that I don't notice.
Always highlight the whole document at the end and select font type
•
Spell check
•
Proof read
•
Read questions thoroughly, make sure you understand what the question is asking – respond concisely, be specific to the point,
give relevant and appropriate answers
•
Plagiarism – copying and pasting is not ok! Id rather you say it in your own words than copying and pasting from the internet.
•
If you are going to mention other scientists you need to first mention all the ones we talked about. They are the important ones,
don’t find 3 extra ones and not say anything about the key ones we have talked about.
•
Cell theory was not discovered it was formulated based on the knowledge that scientists gained through their discoveries (to
discover is to unveil something new through observation or experience)
Aim: you need to be specific about the aim of the task – basically if some wants to come along and repeat this practical exercise then need to
know exactly what you were doing. (in the future I will want the aim in past tense – The aim of this task was to …
Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buller point list (first name the equipment needed for observation, then what was used to be observed) – be super specific
Light microscope
Slides, dish slides, cover slips, pipette, tweezers, paring knife
Live specimens – onion, pond water
Iodine stain, paraffin oil
Prepared slides – fungi, bacteria, human cheek cell (many forgot to say human – again be specific, if I was to repeat it I could be
guessing monkey, elephant, sloth)
Pencil, paper, computer do not go in materials – why?

Method: if someone were wishing to repeat the experiment they could follow it to the T. rewrite in past tense and don't use I or we. Use
passive tense.
EXAMPLE: Plant cells
A wet mount was prepared by putting carefully peeled one cell thick layer of onion onto a slide. A drop of water was added so that the slide and
cover slip would stick together well, a drop of iodine stain was applied to make cell structures visible. The slide was then covered with a cover slip
and placed on the stage.
Specimen was examined first at low power, turning the focus knob to obtain a clear image. Higher power was used until a clear image at the
highest possible magnification could be obtained. Results were recorded following correct guidelines for biological drawings. Visible structures
were labeled.
Results: See attached drawings – attachments always go at the end! That's why they are called attachments. Do not put them in the middle of
the report.
Discussion: always type out the questions or lead with an opening sentence that explains the questions in italics so that there is a clear difference
what is the question and what is the answer.
1. Labeled light microscope – see attached, all attachments need to be at the end of the report (this is called appendix)
2. How to calculate total magnification plus example, table would be useful
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3. Organelles we could not see
Organelles, not organisms or cells, explain why and what you could do to remedy this (there are 2 reasons and there are two ways to improve
this)
Too small = electron microscope (lysosome, mitochondria, ribosome)
See through = stain (vacuole)
4. Explain the differences between:
Animal/plant: cell wall, chloroplasts, small big vacuole, plant cells are larger and more squarish
Plant/bacteria – bacteria are unicellular with no membrane bound organelles and true nucleus, bacteria have flagella, capsule, cell wall
made of different chemicals.
Plant/fungi – cell wall made of different chemical, fungi have no chloroplasts
Bacteria/fungi – same as plant and bacteria
Summary table, diagrams images would be useful
Diagrams, images, tables (table under each was distracting, summary table for all types of cell was awesome, diagrams from the internet
comparing cells were brilliant, some people draw the cells themselves – not necessary, don't make things harder for yourself but the effort is
commended)
5. Clearly visible structures:
We were supposed to see….cell wall, nucleus, cell membrane; we could imply where the cytoplasm is, we saw starch grains in banana cells but
we did not talk about these to confuse things.
What I actually saw: …. That is because I wasn't sure what I was looking for, next time I will know.
6. Select 4 organelles and explain their function
If it asks you to select 4 don't describe all of them, follow the question. Do not include organelles we did not talk about. Although this means
extra research what we need you to know at this stage is the basics that why the question is posed the way it is. Keep it simple, when you say
deoxyribonucleic acid, or any other fancy words that I’m not sure you understand, and that you don't actually explain that means you copied
and pasted this from the Internet and don't really understand it.
7. Errors and improvements
Think critically when analysing and evaluating, there is always room for improvement, the worst things you can say is that we did not make
any errors and everything went fine, no it did not! Think! And think up some ways to improve this.
EXAMPLE:
I have found it difficult to peel a layer of onion one cell thick. This presented problems when viewing the specimen, it was un-clear. To improve this
I could take more care, use the tweezers and try to obtain the thinnest layer possible and carefully place it on the slide so that I could obtain a
clear image.
I had trouble focusing the microscope, I could not obtain a clear image to improve this I should first lower the stage, place the specimen on the
stage and slowly begin to turn the focus know to raise the stage and sharpen the image, once satisfied I would change the objective les and tri to
refocus at higher magnification.
I ran into problems when preparing a slide with pond water, there were no living organisms to be seen on the slide we prepared. To improve we
should have shaken the bottle before placing the pipette in, and we could also prepare a number of different slides to compare and contrast
different samples.
Conclusion:
Should answer the aim. Thoughtful analysed evaluated summary, you don't need to highlight the differences again you need to synthesise
information here evaluating – summative concise analytical evaluative – what have I learned, how was the aim and hypothesis addressed or
answered?
This experiment was fun and I learned a lo0t and I eojoyed it is not a valid conclusion.
EXAMPLE:
This project has been useful in allowing me to learn proper microscope techniques and finding out how to prepare and use slides to observe under
a light microscope. After many attempts I have been able to obtain a clear image that showed the different structures of cells; I have learned how
to record my observations following correct biological drawing guidelines.
I have learned that there are cells or different shapes and sizes depending on the organism, and that these cells share many similarities but also
differences. The most striking difference I found is between eukaryotic cells, that have membrane bound organelles and a true nucleus and
prokaryotic cells, where all the functions of the organism are facilitated by a single cell with no organelles with dedicated functions or nucleus.
Plant cells looked squarish under the microscope; they are the most complex, containing several additional organelles, whilst I observed that
animal cells take on various forms. Fungal cells looked strange and I would love to take more time examining these. I was intrigued by a little
green protist, it must have had chloroplasts because it was green, it was moving quickly in the drop of pond water.
Cells are weird and wonderful; participation in this project has open my eyes to previously unseen microscopic world and made me think more
about how we came to be here, about what we are all made of, and how we have evolved to be different but much the same.

Feedback on major project to whole class: Whilst I was correcting students’ major project scientific reports on Cells, I would
compile a list of common misconceptions or mistakes, elements and aspects of report writing that could be improved, literacy
components such as formatting or presenting information clearly and concisely, or how to use relevant scientific language. I
provided worked examples of specific sections for future reference. I feel that I will be able to use this information as a54
preview
and a guideline for other projects of similar nature.

APPENDIX 5.5 – ASSESSMENT – DIAGNOSTIC PREASSESSMENT

Diagnostic assessment: Upon my arrival at the school I felt it was important for me to understand students’
existing knowledge, attitudes towards science and general interests. This activity provided me with valuable
feedback about a range or different areas, including creativity and literacy skills. It proved invaluable in getting
to know my learners and how I may be able to differentiate learning in order to cater to their interests. I
highlighted students how are advanced science thinkers and those that will need additional support.
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APPENDIX 5.6 – ASSESSMENT – FORMATIVE – KNOWLEDGE PREVIEW

Knowledge preview: At the beginning of each unit I try to set a pretesting activity; this may be in the form of classroom
questioning, a quiz, in this case, I asked students to complete a knowledge preview in their Science Activity Book as homework. As
with all other work that students have to complete, I take the time to look over it and give them some form of feedback, even if it’s
short, indicating the level of effort and completion. Since this activity was set as homework, it was important to briefly review their
knowledge at the beginning of the next class to establish topic content that students already know and content that needs further
attention.
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APPENDIX 5.7 – ASSESSMENT– INVESTIGATING ELEMENTS, COMPOUNDS AND
MIXTURE

Completing visual diagrams: I believe that drawing and visual diagrams are important in order to help student
understand scientific concepts and to cater to diverse learning styles. During this activity, students had to draw
elements compounds and mixtures as visual examples. This activity provided me with valuable feedback on
student understanding of topic and emphasised areas that need further revising. My feedback on this work is
encouraging and attempts to highlight and correct common misconceptions as can be seen in the enclosed
62
examples.
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Feedback on Practical Work: This is an example of student work during a practical experiment. I typically
collect worksheets at the end of the class for marking. I find this puts mild pressure on students to perform and
forces them to complete all work in class. This particular student oftentimes poses challenges for me in the
classroom, in order to encourage positive behaviour and successful work completion see that feedback (page
above) I wrote on his work. Sometimes a simple smiley face is all that is needed. I find it important to look over
student work and record their progress, even is the feedback is minimal. Sometimes the aim of feedback is to
extend advanced students or highlight areas that need improvement. See below examples.
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APPENDIX 5.9 – ASSESSMENT – REVISION HOMEWORK

Revision homework: In order to help students revise content taught in class, as homework, I set an activity
that required them to complete a simple visually engaging worksheet. This activity provided them with
valuable feedback on their understanding of the topic. I offered all students an opportunity to reprint and
redo this worksheet (if they were for whatever reason not happy with their mark), and many did; this
enabled them to further explore and solidify the topic content. We went over any problematic areas
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(common mistakes) as a class once I handed back their work.
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APPENDIX 5.10 – ASSESSMENT – SMMATIVE: SUBSTANCES TOPIC TEST

Feedback on topic test: In order to engage students in critical thinking when I hand back tests, I choose not to write the
correct answers next to answers that are incorrect, unless it is to guide student thinking or clarify content. Typically (when
time permits), we go over the answers as a class, or, more recently, I like to set up rotation stations where outstanding
students act as experts in the field and students who got questions wrong need to seek clarification and explanation from
experts and correct their mistakes. This way, high achieving students get an opportunity to teach their peers and solidify
their existing knowledge, whilst students that need extra help get to be engaged in finding out why they answers were
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incorrect and correcting these (instead of passively listening to me talk). This activity was well received by all students.
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APPENDIX 5.11 – ASSESSMENT – MAJOR PROJECT BRIEF

Assessment Task – My Element Rules
Be the teacher – teach the class! Your task is to research one of the 91 naturally occurring elements on Earth and
report on your findings in an engaging PowerPoint presentation.
Elements 1 through 92 (except for element 43 – technetium) occur naturally on
Earth, although some are only present in extremely small quantities. The
elements following uranium on the periodic table are only produced artificially in
the science lab and decay very quickly.
Your presentation must be:
•
Short – no more that 5 minutes or 5-7 slides (+references)
•
Informative – presents information clearly and concisely
•
Well organised, sequenced, presented and rehearsed
•
Interesting and capture the audience
•
Include pictures and diagrams
•
Include very small sections of text (titles, headings and subheadings,
bullet points, quotes or some short sentences are OK)
In the ‘scientific content’ of your presentation you must consider the following:
1. Basic Facts – Chemical symbol, atomic number, state (of matter) at room temperature, melting/boiling point,
picture image of the element, origin of its name (e.g. Carbon is derived from Latin word Carbo meaning charcoal)
2. Its location on the periodic table – period and group/family (what are the elements in this group called e.g. noble
gasses); you must use an image or a diagram (of the periodic table) that shows the element’s location
3. Brief history of discovery – e.g. when, where, how and by whom was it discovered
4. Chemical and physical properties – e.g. appearance, density, hardness, malleability, ductility, conduction of
heat, conduction of electricity
5. Uses and applications (and/or biological role) of the element (bring an example if you have one at home)
6. Natural abundance of the element; description of extraction and processing (how is it obtained and
processed)
7. Curious fact/s
8. References (where you sourced your information)
Go to one of the following websites and start your research: http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table
http://elements.wlonk.com/ElementsTable.htm Choose an element of interest (out of 91 naturally occurring elements,
and tell or email your teacher your choice – no two students can present on the same element, your teacher will advise you
if the element is already taken. We will all learn from each other through this process. Tell your teacher when you’d like to
present – you may choose from available times.
You may use Internet sources for your investigation but consider their origin and how valid they are. Note down what
sources you used and include this at the end of your presentation in a ‘References’ section (last slide). Do not use
Wikipedia! Rehearse your presentation; make cue cards or notes so that you know what you are going to talk about.
I WILL BE PRESENTING ON:
Element:

Day: _______________ Date: __________________

Project brief: In order for students to have a clear understanding of what is expected of them for this
assignment I developed a project brief that outlined both the scientific content required for their
presentation as well as expectations for the oral delivery. I provided students with starting points for
research. Couple with the assignment rubric (Appendix 5.11) I believe this detailed brief clearly
communicated to students the assignment expectations and set them up for a successful completion.
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APPENDIX 5.11 – ASSESSMENT – MAJOR PROJECT

MY ELEMENT RULES – PRESENTATION
Assessment Rubric

34.5

38

Student name: Phoenix
Element: Rhenium
CRITERIA

Score:
SCORE

Basic facts
Chemical symbol, atomic number, state (of matter) at room temperature,
melting/boiling point, picture image of the element, origin of its name

SBIENTIFIC CONTENT

Chemical and physical properties
Are these included and well described?
Uses and applications (and/or biological role) of the element
Are these included and well described?
Natural abundance of the element; description of extraction and
processing
Are these included and well described?
A curious fact

PRESENTATION

References
Are references included?
Organisation of content
Is the presentation informative, logically sequenced and organised? Does
it present information clearly and concisely? Does it capture the audience
and is easy to follow?
Verbal and non-verbal skills
Does the students speak clearly and confidently with no mistakes? Does
the student hold the audience with eye contact and hand gestures?

%

COMMENTS
Engaging cover slide

4.5/5
Location on the periodic table
Period and group/family (including common name) shown on a visual
diagram?
Brief history of discovery
When, where, how and by whom was it discovered?

91

Starting with history is ok; good slide very wordy
and needs a picture. Who are ‘the three Germans’?
What does atomic number 75 mean?

3/3
2.5/3
2.5/3

Nice location on PT, good that you told us the period
and what transition metals are.. nice work!
Good slide with physical properties; does it conduct
electricity?.. address all marking criteria
Great slide with uses, explain and elaborate

2.5/3
2.5/3
1/1

nice images, all slides have nice engaging layout and
not too crowded, nice work
What does that graph on the extraction slide show?
… I’m not sure if its related to anything

1/1
Very good presentation, interesting informative and
engaging, easy to follow, nice amount of info,
3/3

2.5/3
Images/fonts/background
Does the presentation include sufficient images and diagrams? Is the font
and background appropriate? Is the layout pleasing to the eye?
2.5/3

Well delivered, engage more with audience, read less
of slides
Excellent engaging layout and images text balance,
watch empty space on slides, some slides could have
larger text to fill it out. Overall, I really like your
slides; you could have put an image on the discovery
slide.
Put your name on the cover slide, you did the workJ

Preparation
Is the student well prepared; is the presentation well rehearsed?
3/3
Timing
Is the presentation short? – No more than 5 minutes

1/1
Extensively researched

EFFORT: EVIDENCE OF RESEARCH AND PERSONAL LEARNING
Has the student shown evidence of research and personal learning?
3/3
FEEDBACK:
Outstanding presentation, interesting informative and engaging, very well researched and delivered. Nice slides with great layout and
images. Work on explaining and elaborating on scientific content, engage more with audience, rehearse, learn the content by heart, just talk
to the slides. Use less text on slides and more concise bullet points. Overall impressive effort, love your work.

Feedback on major work: As with the previous major project, Cell morphology, I devised a rubric students
could follow when completing their assignment. I took time to write detailed objective feedback on their work,
which together with the peer feedback they received, formed the basis for a self-reflection activity that I hope
will have improved their presentation skills during any future assignments of similar nature. The following
examples demonstrate feedback given at various levels of achievement.
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APPENDIX 5.11 – ASSESSMENT – MAJOR PROJECT

MY ELEMENT RULES – PRESENTATION
Assessment Rubric

27

38

Student name: Ada
Score:

Element: Helium
CRITERIA

SCORE

Basic facts
Chemical symbol, atomic number, state (of matter) at room temperature,
melting/boiling point, picture image of the element, origin of its name

SBIENTIFIC CONTENT

Chemical and physical properties
Are these included and well described?
Uses and applications (and/or biological role) of the element
Are these included and well described?
Natural abundance of the element; description of extraction and
processing
Are these included and well described?
A curious fact

PRESENTATION

References
Are references included?
Organisation of content
Is the presentation informative, logically sequenced and organised? Does
it present information clearly and concisely? Does it capture the audience
and is easy to follow?
Verbal and non-verbal skills
Does the students speak clearly and confidently with no mistakes? Does
the student hold the audience with eye contact and hand gestures?

%

COMMENTS
Nice cover slide, nice origin, nice elaboration on
protons, melting boiling point?

4/5
Location on the periodic table
Period and group/family (including common name) shown on a visual
diagram?
Brief history of discovery
When, where, how and by whom was it discovered?

71

The history slide could use an image
Nice elaboration on discovery during eclipse

2/3
2.5/3
1/3

Slide with properties needs more information,
limited scientific content
Excellent uses
Make sure you can explain and elaborate on
scientific content

3/3
1/3
1/1
1/1
Interesting informative well sequenced, explain and
elaborate on scientific content
2/3

2/3
Images/fonts/background
Does the presentation include sufficient images and diagrams? Is the font
and background appropriate? Is the layout pleasing to the eye?

Great notes, you speak clearly but its difficult to
judge your presentation skills as you are not
presenting in front of the whole class.
Nice engaging slides, good layout
Well prepared but very late to present, presentation
is still not on compass, you need to communicate
with me about your needs

2.5/3
Preparation
Is the student well prepared; is the presentation well rehearsed?
1.5/3
Timing
Is the presentation short? – No more than 5 minutes

1/1
Well researched

EFFORT: EVIDENCE OF RESEARCH AND PERSONAL LEARNING
Has the student shown evidence of research and personal learning?
2.5/3
FEEDBACK:
Very good presentation, well researched informative with great scientific content, some information is limited - needs more explanations
and elaborations, nice engaging slides. You need be work on being more organised and prepared to present and submit work and to
communicate with me about your needs, ask for help anytime. Well doneJ
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APPENDIX 5.11 – ASSESSMENT – MAJOR PROJECT

MY ELEMENT RULES – PRESENTATION
Assessment Rubric

32.5

38

Student name: Liam S
Score:

Element: Thallium
CRITERIA

SCORE

Nice slide with great pictures. What does chemical
number mean? Good explanation on why its in a
capsule. I like the little man.

SBIENTIFIC CONTENT

4.5/5

Chemical and physical properties
Are these included and well described?
Uses and applications (and/or biological role) of the element
Are these included and well described?
Natural abundance of the element; description of extraction and
processing
Are these included and well described?
A curious fact

PRESENTATION

References
Are references included?
Organisation of content
Is the presentation informative, logically sequenced and organised? Does
it present information clearly and concisely? Does it capture the audience
and is easy to follow?
Verbal and non-verbal skills
Does the students speak clearly and confidently with no mistakes? Does
the student hold the audience with eye contact and hand gestures?

%

COMMENTS

Basic facts
Chemical symbol, atomic number, state (of matter) at room temperature,
melting/boiling point, picture image of the element, origin of its name
Location on the periodic table
Period and group/family (including common name) shown on a visual
diagram?
Brief history of discovery
When, where, how and by whom was it discovered?
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2.5/3

Great slide with location on PT, excellent showing
boron group, what is Boron group? Explain and
elaborate. Metal or non metal? What do these
elements have in common?

2/3

History section was very brief, elaborate more on the
spectroscopy..

2.5/3

Great slide with properties.. little more info would be
useful, does it conduct electricity? Excellent slide
with uses and applications – excellent images to
support the scientific content, explain and elaborate
on information

2.5/3
3/3
1/1
-/1

Extraction slide is great and nice explaining what the
pictures were
Really interesting curious facts!!!
Interesting informative and easy to follow

3/3

2.5/3
Images/fonts/background
Does the presentation include sufficient images and diagrams? Is the font
and background appropriate? Is the layout pleasing to the eye?

Reading from slides but good voice projection and
engagement with audience, nice use of hands to
point to slides
Excellent engaging slides with great images and
perfect amount of text, I like the little man and the
speak bubble
Rehearse a little more, be sure you can explain and
elaborate

3/3
Preparation
Is the student well prepared; is the presentation well rehearsed?
2.5/3
Timing
Is the presentation short? – No more than 5 minutes

EFFORT: EVIDENCE OF RESEARCH AND PERSONAL LEARNING
Has the student shown evidence of research and personal learning?

1/1
You have obviously researched but you are missing
the reference section

2.5/3
FEEDBACK:
Excellent presentation, informative interesting engaging slides, well delivered researched and presented. Be sure to explain and elaborate. I
really enjoyed it. Nicely doneJ
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APPENDIX 5.12 – ASSESSMENT – PEER ASSESSMENT TASK

Peer evaluation and feedback: To maximise student participation and learning outcomes during the Element
presentations, I instructed students to complete a minimum of 3 pieces of peer evaluation. I felt that this would
engage students, give them something meaningful to do whilst they have to listen to peers present, and would allow
them to exercise writing constructive feedback. This activity was highly productive and well received by many
students, some students asking to do more than the required amount. Furthermore, this feedback proved invaluable
91
when students were asked to write a reflection on their learning.

APPENDIX 5.12 – ASSESSMENT – PEER ASSESSMENT TASK
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APPENDIX 5.12 – ASSESSMENT – PEER ASSESSMENT TASK
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APPENDIX 6.1 – FEEDBACK – EXAMPLE AND CHECKLIST

Worked examples and checklist: student received the following examples and checklist to guide their
biological drawing. This provided them with valuable feedback about the expectations for this work.
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APPENDIX 6.2 – FEEDBACK – PRELIMENARY PERSONALISED FEEDBACK
Plant cells: included - title, date, name of specimen, magnification, in pencil. To improve, size of the field of view (circle) should be roughly
5-8 cm and try to be more consistent. Overall excellent!
Animal cells: missing title. To improve, same as above. Draw with sharp pencil! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus,
cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion
cell (+iodine stain) Overall excellent!
Plant cells: included - title, date, name of specimen, magnification, in pencil. To improve, size of the field of view (circle) should be roughly
5-8 cm and try to be more consistent. Overall excellent!
Animal cells: same as above. Good work labelling the nucleus! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane
or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion cell (+iodine stain) Overall
excellent!
Plant cells: you did not submit these. Any reason?
Animal cells: you have included date; you attempted to work out total magnification. Your drawings are missing name of specimen, total
magnification, they need to be drawn in pencil, be a lot neater (I'm not sure what all the lines are on the page) also, keep the field of view
(circle) of all the drawings the same 5-8 cm, grab a new piece of paper if you have run out of space rather than trying to squeeze them in.
Remember to include title on each page e.g. observing animal cells under the light microscope. Overall good! Whenever possible label cell
structures – nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight
structures e.g. Onion cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: included title date, name of specimen. Missing total magnification, drawing in pencil, field of view – keep consistent 5-8 cm, the
drawings should be separate, keep it nice and neat. Overall good!
Animal cells: improvement here, you have drawing in pencil, included name of specimen, it's a little more tidy but you're missing title, date,
total magnification, the filed of view is rather giant (see above) Overall very good! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus,
cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion
cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: included - title, date, name of specimen, magnification, in pencil. To improve, size of the field of view (circle) should be roughly
5-8 cm and try to be more consistent. Overall excellent!
Animal cells: missing tile only, otherwise excellent work! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane or
cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: you have included the name of the specimen and drawing in pencil, your field of view if good size, try to keep this consistent
across all your drawings (5-8cm). You are missing title, date, total magnification.
Animal cells: these need to be on a separate sheet of paper, with their own title date etc. keep it neat, don't try to cram too much on a
single page. Again, missing total magnification. Overall good! use my feedback to improve! Whenever possible label cell structures –
nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g.
Onion cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: you have included date, total magnification, name of specimen, drawing in pencil. Missing title. Be a little more consistent with
the filed of view (circle) should be about 5-8cm. Overall excellent!
Animal cells: missing title, date, total magnification. To improve see above. Overall very good! Whenever possible label cell structures –
nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g.
Onion cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: you have included the date, name of specimen, you have attempted to calculate total magnification, drawn in pencil. Good
sized field of view - nice work! – keep it consistent 5-8cm. Missing title. Overall very good!
Animal cells: these should be on a separate sheet of paper with a new title e.g. 'observing animal cells under the light microscope' (lets
keep it nice and neat, more space also means that you can include labels and captions). Also missing total magnification. Nice work labeling
the nucleus. Overall very good! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane or cell wall. Note next to the
name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion cell (+iodine stain)
Plant cells: you have included date, name of specimen, total magnification, drawn in pencil, great size field of view – keep it consistent 58cm. Missing title. Overall very good!
Animal cells: you slacked off a bit here: missing title, date, though you have included name of specimen and total magnification; your field
of view (circle) is ok the third is rather giant (why?) Overall very good! Whenever possible label cell structures – nucleus, cytoplasm, cell
membrane or cell wall. Note next to the name of specimen if you have used a dye/stain to highlight structures e.g. Onion cell (+iodine
stain)

Example Feedback: student received the following preliminary feedback on their biological drawings as a
preparation for their common assessment task, they were provided with examples of drawings and a
checklist to guide their work (see Appendix 6.1). This feedback was useful for students, as based on my
comments they could, and many students did, improve (redraw) their drawings before submission with their
major Cell Project.
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APPENDIX 6.3 – FEEDBACK – TOPIC REVISION

Feedback: Prior to topic testing I devise a series of revision questions based on the topic content and
questions that may appear on the test, this allows students a structured revision and provides them with
valuable feedback about the areas of content that they have a good understanding of and those that need
further revising.
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – STUDENT SURVEY

Feedback: In order to seek feedback on my practice as well as to understand how students feel about certain
aspects of their learning I devised a survey and reflection activity as a follow up on a major project and end of
a unit on Substances. This questionnaire has been invaluable in reflecting on my own practice – what works
well, what may need to be improved, and student’s perceptions of their own learning and my teaching. I
used this survey at the parent teacher interviews as evidence that demonstrates their child’s general feelings
and attitudes in science class. It was well received and a number of parents commented on my preparedness
100
and the value of this activity.

APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – SELF REFLECTION ON MAJOR PROJECT
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – STUDENT SURVEY
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – SELF REFLECTION ON MAJOR PROJECT
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – STUDENT SURVEY
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – SELF REFLECTION ON MAJOR PROJECT
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – STUDENT SURVEY
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APPENDIX 6.4 – FEEDBACK – SELF REFLECTION ON MAJOR PROJECT
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APPENDIX 6.5 – FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PROGRESS TO PARENTS
Progress Report: Science 8C – Term 3

Student: EDWARDS, Kaelan
TASK

Score

States of Matter: Topic test 1

76

I'm a mad scientist, getting to know you

high

Chemical Change: PRAC Observing Chemical Change

Very Good

Chemical change: Topic test 2

86

Cells: History of cell theory group PPT

Y

Cells: Wiki Comment
Cells: PRAC Growing Bacteria on Agar

89

Cells: Common Assessment Task – Cell Project

91

Cells: Topic test 3

99

Energy: Workbook/HW check

Good

Energy: Earthship Design task

Very Good

Energy: Launching the Water Rocket

Yes

Energy: Topic test 4

100

End of term average – Term 1

81

End of term average – Term 2

97

End of semester average – Semester 1

89

TERM 3
Substances: Common Assessment Task – My Element Rules Presentation

93

Substances: WS Atomic challenge

78

Substances: WS Elements compounds and mixtures, particle model

95

Substances: Workbook/Homework Check

Excellent

Substances: A.B. Tasks

Outstanding

Substances: PRAC Extraction of copper

Outstanding

Substances: Topic Test 5

100

GOALS:
Feedback: In order to report on student learning and provide evidence-based feedback to parents, at the parent-teacher
interviews, I presented parents with a printed copy of this progress report. If the student was also present at the interview
we would together set some future goals. This has been invaluable in establishing a structure for the interview process, and
outlining student progress throughout the year. In conjunction with this report, I provided parents with the student
feedback survey and self-reflection (Appendix 6.4) to demonstrate student perceptions of their learning and my teaching,
along with their reflections on learning and future goals. The examples included demonstrate the progress and improvement
of students with various levels of learning abilities.
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APPENDIX 6.5 – FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PROGRESS TO PARENTS
Progress Report: Science 8C – Term 3

Student: PAEVERE, Ari
TASK

Score

States of Matter: Topic test 1

67

I'm a mad scientist, getting to know you

low

Chemical Change: PRAC Observing Chemical Change

Good

Chemical change: Topic test 2

59

Cells: History of cell theory group PPT

Y

Cells: Wiki Comment

Y

Cells: PRAC Growing Bacteria on Agar

89

Cells: Common Assessment Task – Cell Project

42

Cells: Topic test 3

74

Energy: Workbook/HW check

Excellent

Energy: Earthship Design task

Good

Energy: Launching the Water Rocket

Yes

Energy: Topic test 4

65

End of term average – Term 1

63

End of term average – Term 2

60

End of semester average – Semester 1

62

TERM 3
Substances: Common Assessment Task – My Element Rules Presentation

93

Substances: WS Atomic challenge

95

Substances: WS Elements compounds and mixtures, particle model

95

Substances: Workbook/Homework Check

Excellent

Substances: A.B. Tasks

Outstanding

Substances: PRAC Extraction of copper

Outstanding

Substances: Topic Test 5

79

GOALS:
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APPENDIX 6.5 – FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PROGRESS TO PARENTS
Progress Report: Science 8C – Term 3

Student: STONE, Charlie
TASK

Score

States of Matter: Topic test 1

66

I'm a mad scientist, getting to know you

low

Chemical Change: PRAC Observing Chemical Change
Chemical change: Topic test 2

38

Cells: History of cell theory group PPT

Y

Cells: Wiki Comment

Y

Cells: PRAC Growing Bacteria on Agar

0

Cells: Common Assessment Task – Cell Project

66

Cells: Topic test 3

85

Energy: Workbook/HW check
Energy: Earthship Design task

Excellent

Energy: Launching the Water Rocket
Energy: Topic test 4

67

End of term average – Term 1

52

End of term average – Term 2

73

End of semester average – Semester 1

62

TERM 3
Substances: Common Assessment Task – My Element Rules Presentation

68

Substances: WS Atomic challenge

100

Substances: WS Elements compounds and mixtures, particle model

86

Substances: Workbook/Homework Check

Very Good

Substances: A.B. Tasks
Substances: PRAC Extraction of copper

Excellent

Substances: Topic Test 5

85

GOALS:
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